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Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross
OR, THE CROWN PRINCE'S GRATITUDE
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Helping the Red Cross.

panions were sitting. One of them had a cheering smile on her face as she nodded pleasantly
The German forces had captured Nancy, a city and said:
not far from the border line of the Kaiser's
"Young Wild West, the wonderful boy who has
empire. There was much excitement and turmoil been caught in the terrible war with His Wild
in the place, for the citizens .who had failed to West Show, I understand?"
make their escape in time lived in constant dread.
"I reckon you have that right, madame," the
Crown ,Prince Frederick Wilhelm, having arrived young deadshot answered, as he arose and
right after the German yictory, was now in looked keenly at her.
'
command of the troops.
"So I have been told," and she came a little
The Red Cross Society had established a head- closer and then looked at the girls rather sharply.
quarters in Nancy, and the few memebers it had
The other woman kept a little behind her and
there were doing their utmost to aid the wounded merely looked on, a smile on her face.
of both sides. Young Wild West, the well"I am an American, too, so you see we should
known boy hero and Champion Deadshot of the be friends," went on the lady, who seemed to be
West, happened to be there with the companions inclined to be very talkative.
who had traveled with him in search of excite"I expected that from the manner of your
ment and adventure. The young deadshot's big speech,'' Wild retorted. "You are a Red Cross
Wild West Show was in camp away up near nurse, I take it?"
Berlin, since it had been forced to discontinue
"Yes. I couldn't withstand the temptation to
»ving exhibitions on account of the great Euro- be of some aid to the poor fellows who are conpean war.
tinually being wounded in the terrible war. I
With his golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta came all the way down to Paris, and was farMurdock, Cheyenne Charlie and his wife Anna, tunate enough to meet this lady here, who is a
native of France."
Jim Dart and Eloise Gardne'r, his sweetheart,
"I see,'' Wild said, fooking at her expectantly.
and Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, Wild had made
his way over to France, he having the royal "May I inquire as to what your name is?"
"Oh, excuse me. I forgot that. My name is
credentials of the Kaiser to enable him to pass
with his friends almost anywhere in the German Margaret Bennam. I am a widow, my husband
Empire. Added to this, }\e had a document from having died six month ago in Paris. I might
the president of France which gave him liberties add that I am extremely wealthy, and am trying
in that country that few if any Americans could to be ~~§ liberal as I can in order to aid the Red
Cross. This lady is Madame Pauli."
hope to possess.
In true Western f~hion Wild extended his
The adventure-loving young deadshot had put
in a lively experience so far, and as he had hand and shook with both of them. Mrs. Bencaught the fever of it, he longed for more. The nam's was a hearty grip, but the other woman
terrible loss of life on both sides was appalling had a very cold hand, and not a bit of crush
to our friends, but they remained strictly neutral, to it. As Wild had taught himself to study char>1_nd made it a point to never express themselves acter, he could not help putting Madame Pauli
down as a peculiar sort of person, one who might
one way or the other. The morning following
the surrender of the city to the Germans our need watching, perhaps.
But he quickly dispelled this from hii; mind
friends were eating a rather late breakfast in a
little French restaurant which still remained in- and proceeded to introduce Charlie and Jim and
tact adjoining a temporary headquarters of the the girls. The two Red Cross nurses sat down,
Red Cross Society, when two ladies, who were but refused the invitation to join our friends at
breakfast, both declaring that they had eaten
piainly nurses by their attire, entered.
Instead of looking for a place at a table to • over an hour previous.
"My mission here is to enlist your help,'' Mrs.
obtain something to eat, as they might be expected to do, they came well to the rear O'.f the Bennam declared, after some slight talk about
room where the young deadshot and his com- the war.
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"Enlist our help?" Wild asked, looking at her·
curiously. "Please tell me how. Possibly we
can aid you."
"We need more nurses, and of course, what.:
ever mortey we can possibly obtain."
"Ah, I see. Well, I reckon I could fix you up
with some money, but as to the nurses--" The
boy turned and lookea at Arietta as he said this.
"I won't 1' sure about them. How ahout it,
little girl? Would you like to be a Red Cross
nurse for a while?"
"Yes, Wild," came the rather unexpected reply.
"All right, here's the chance for you, then.
How about Anna and Eloise?"
"I'm sure I would like to help all I can," the
.
scout's wife answered, quickly.
"Of course, I will have to do the same, then,"
Eloise said, speaking rather slowly and showing
that she did not altogether like the idea of it.
"Good, good!" and Mrs. Bennam clapped her
hands, while' Madame Pauli smiled and nodded
approvingly, for she, too, was pretty well acquainted with the English language.
"I heard from our chief physician only this
morning considerable about you, Mr. West," the
American Red Cross nurse went on, in her glib
way of talking. "'It is amazing how you have
been able to get in such close touch with the
German Emperor, and how the French government takes so kindly to you."
"There mey be something ' strange about it,
Mrs. Bennam," the boy answered, laughingly.
"But I suppose it is due a great deal to the luck
that generally follov,:s us. While it is hard
luck to be unable to exhibit our Wild West Show,
we certainly are having a lively time of it here
in Europe. But to get back to what brought
•you here. I will contribute five hnudred dollars
to help along the cause."
"Delightful," and again the widow clapped her
hands, while as before her companions nodded
and smiled to show her approval.
Wild was going to draw his wallet to pay her
the money right away, but she motioned for him
not to do so.
"Kindly call at our quarters next door after
you h ave finished breakfasting," she said. "Excuse the intrusion, but I am very glad that I had
the audacity to come here. I want you all to be
aure and come in right after you ·have breakrasted, unless you have some other engagement."
"Engagement, eh?" Arietta spoke up, with a
imile. "What could we possibly do in this city
lust now? Why everything is in confusion, and
bhe poor French people. who are so unfortunate
as to be compelled to r emafo here, are in a state
1>f fear and excitement. Of course," she added,
thoughtfully, "we might go around and do our
best to allay their fears."
"That's the true spirit," the widow declared.
"But since you have no engagement you will
.
surely come in a little later."
"Just as soon as we eat our breakfast, we'll
come in," Wild told hre.
Then the two nurses politely withdrew, leaving
our friends to finish the rather belated morning
meal.
"I don't know, but what this is a. brilliant idea,"
Wild said, after they had departed. "I was
thinking last night beforr I went to sleep that
it was no place for us. But I suppose we can
remain here a few days, anyhow. and a whole
0

(

lot of good might result from it. Et, I was a
li~tl~ surprise when you declared that you were
wilhng to be a Red Cross nurse. But mind you,
your services must be enlisted with the understanding that you can quit at any time you
choose."
"Certainly, Wild. You don't suppose I would
remain here if you were going away."
"And you don't believe for a moment that I
wculd go away and leave you here, do you, little
girl?"
"Of course not, Wild."
Then they all laughed lightly.
"This here Red Cross business might be all
right, but it sorter seems to me that there's a
lot of risk to it, too," Cheyenne Charlie obsP.rved,
after he had thought for a while. "I heard some
one say that doctors an' nurses an' helpers had
to go right on the battlefield an' look -after men
what had their arms, legs an' heads missin'."
"Charlie," his wife spoke up, as if censoring
him, "the poor soldiers who have lost their heads
certainly will not need to be cared for. Nurses ., ·
are not needed for them."
"That's all right, gal. I s'pose that's true
enough. But I didn't mean that e~actly. I
meant them what was wounded."
"Please· say what )'ou mean after this."
"All right, gal," and the scout laughed, even
if it. was a rather gru%ome topic they we~e conversmg upon.
The breakfast was finished a little more hastlly
than it might have been if the two nurses had
not called upon them, and then after Wild had
paid the bill for what they had eateJL all hands
went outside and quickly entered the Red Cross
headquarters.
They were met by a kindly faced Englishman,
who quickly informed them that he was Doctor
Blake, and was in charge of that particular division. He acted very much as if he knew them
all, and assured them that Mrs. Margaret Bennam would be there right away. They had hardly
taken seats when the lady in question arrived.
"I have already explained matters to Doctor
Blake,"· she declared. "Now then, we will see
at once about some· hurried training to the three
ladies who are to be nurse;; and help us out.
"Here's your five hundred dollars," Wild spoke
up, as he handed over the money.
Doctor Blake accepted 'it, and promptly gave
a receipt.
"I suppose you know," he said, in a low tone
of voice, as he leaned over close to the young
deadshot's ear, "that the English troops are
pressing thfs way to join the French. That
means that the Germans will quickly be driven
from their temporary post of vantage. The city
has been damaged badly, but it is to be hoped
that it will be no worse when the battle takes
place."
' "More fighting to be done right here, then, eh,
doctor?" the boy asked.
"M'>st assuredlr,. I suppose your sympathy
is with the allies?'
"Nothing of the sort, doctor. We are strictly
neutral."
"So? and the physician looked at him as if
surprised. "Surely you are not in favor of the
Kaiser just because he has granted you a great
"
·
privilege."
"No more in favor of him than I am with the
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,, Preside nt of France or the King ·o f E;nglan d."
to the rear of the building , where a tempor ary
The doctor closed up at this remark , for evil had been fitted up.
.
dently he underst ood that it would be useless to hospita
"That poor fellow looks as if he won't live ve~
try and get the Americ an boy to commit himself . long,''
was
the
young
deadsho t's commen t. "But
Having nothing to do, the girls declare d that
mind. We can't help it. We have got to
they were willing to be given a lesson right · never
accusto
m
ourselv
es to such sights. Now then,
away, so Mrs. Bennam took charge of them and
go and see if we can find Hop."
they soon went to another part of the building . let's
The
house
"Boy's I reckon we may as well go outside. commod ationsthey had been fortuna te to find ·a cat, as far as sleeping went, was
It won't do to take much of a walk around, I only
distanc e away. They merely had to
suppose , for some of the German officers are turn aa short
corner,
·but as they did so they: were conpretty strict, and don't know ~ho we are."
fronted by a line of soldiers , and an officer
"We had better look up Hop, anyhow ,'' Jim prompt
challeng ed them. Wild thought of the
suggest ed. "I haven't seen him since last night." receipt lyDr.
"Proba bly he is sleeping yet, though I suppose over the fiveBlake had given him upon paying
hundred dollars. It bore the Red
it wouldn 't be a bad idea to go over to our sleep- Cross seal.
He quickly produce d it, and ·gave
ing quarter s and see if he is there."
the
to underst and that they were affiliate d
· "I'll bet a dollar to a nickel that he ain't withofficer
the Red Cross Society. This was all right,
there!" Cheyen ne Charlie exclaim ed.
and it was not at ' all necessa ry for him to proAt that momen t Wild happen ed to glance t<r
the royal docume nt· he treasur ed so greatly ,
ward the door the girls had gone through when duce
since it had been the means of getting tht>.m
they followe d the Red Cross nurse from the room. through
and out of danger several times.
ome one was standin g there with the face exPassing along the line of soldiers who were
posed, but it was qu~ckly pulled away. Quick doing
guard duty about that particu lar corner,
as this was done, Wild recogni zed the face of our three
friends were not long in reachin g the
Madam e Pauli.
they had started for. The building was
It struck him as rather peculia r for her to act house
owned by a Jew who had kept a store upon the
in th t way, for it showed plainly that she was rear
floor and had apartm ents above to rent to
watchin g and listenin g. Charlie and Jim walked lodgers
on out, but the boy paused long enough to touch longer .did,We say had kept a ~t:)re, for he no
since the lower part of the buildin g
the physici an on the arm and say:
been smashe d to pieces by a mob while the
"Doctor , what sort of a woman is Madam e had
city was in a state of siege. The poor native of
Pauli, one of your nurses? "
Russia, who was a Jew by birth, had been in a
"She is an expert nurse, a very valuabl e wo- state of terror
ever since. He was almost afraid
man to us, I assure you,'' was the reply.
to thrust his head outside the building , and kept
Then he looked slightly puzzled .
close
a little room upon the second floor. As
"That's all right, doc," Wild declared . "I was Wild in
and his partner s made their way up the
just asking a question , that's all. She strikes me stairs
they caught sight of him r.s he was peeras being peculia r in her ways."
ing down to see who was coming. When he rec"That is the manner of some of the French, . ognized
them his face lighted up with a happy
you know."
smile.
"But is she really French ?"
.
Not being able to make him underst and what
"Why, I suppose so. What makes you ask they
said, they did nothing more than to nod
that, Mr. West?"
pleasan tly to him. Then they proceed ed to the
"I don't know. If I had ne er come to Europe room
knew Hop had occupied the night beand had been introdu ced to Madam e Pauli, I fore. they
door was locked, and after reveate dly
wouldn 't have been able to suggest just what knockinThe
upon it and receivin g no respons e, they
nation she belonge d to. But it's all right. I decided gright
away that the Chinam an had gone
merely asked the . question , that's all."
out. But the Jew was right there, a~\d he made
"No harm done, I assure you. But you need motions
not fear that she will in any way hamper the pointin g signif-Wng that such was the case, .even
ladies who have consent ed to asist us in the great after he in the directio n he had seen Hop go
left the house.
·
work that is now going on here."
"1"11 bet anythin g that the blamci heathen
"What was the talkin' about Wild?" the scout will git into
trouble if he ain't afore this time,"
asked, as the young deadsho t joined him and the scout
declared . "Jest like him to do it, you
Jim on the sidewal k.
But I s'pose we had better hu::1t him up."
He quickly explain ed how he had caught a know. may
be asleep, after aJl," Jim suggest ed,
glimpse of Madam e Pa;1li as she stood at the as "He
he turned and tried the door.
do:rr watchin g and listenin g.
The Jew, who seemed to be very polite, stepped
"I'll •b et there's somethi n' wrong about her,''
when he saw him do this, and taking a key
Charlie declared , shruggi ng his shoulde rs. "She's up
from his pocket, handed it to Jim. It fitted the
gOt the look of a spy to me."
lock exactly , and the door soon opened. But
"Just exactly what I thought , Charlie ."
Hop was not there, though some of his clothing
"And -I was thinkin g the same," Jim averred . and
ngs were. Closing the door, Jim
"All right. We'll teU the girls to keep an eyes lockedbelongi
on her. Not that we want to interefe re even if key wasit, and the Jew bowed his thanks as the
returne d to him.
she's a spy. But the fact is I have no use for
"That's what I call putty good,'' the scout said,
traitors , whethe r they be men or women. "
as they were making their way down the stairs.
Just then two men came up with a stretch er • "That
feller most likely has got a key what will
upon which lay a wounde d German soldier. Our fit
all
doors. He could go in an' take ant·
friends watched them as they went on around thing hethe
could lay his .Ii.ands on if he wanted to.
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"We can't help that, Charlie. We must trust
to. his honesty. But you can bet that he'll not
de any stealing, n ot in a time like this," the young
deadshot answered.
Reaching the st r eet, they started to the left,
which was the direction the owner of the building
had pointed out when he was trying to make them
understand where Hop went.
There were no
saloons open, fo r what had not been destroyed
were locked up under the or der s of the commanding officer of the Germany army. Only a short
distance up the street they came to a place which
seemed to be closed tightly. The word "cafe" was
dn both front windows, but shades were tightly
drawn, and the door was closed a nd fast ened with
a big padlock on the outside. Cheyenne Charlie,
being a little curious, stepped up to the door, and
just as he did so he hea r d sounds from within.
He listened sharply and detected laughing,
though it seemed to be in a room further back.
"Say, boys," he said, turning to \Vild and Jim,
"there's somebody in there. There's laughin'
goin' on, an 'tha~ most likely means that there's
'drinkin,' too, an' maybe gamblin'.
It · sorter
strikes me that we'll find Hop in there. There
must be some other way to git in. Let's find out
if there is."
Wild and Jim listened, and quickly convinced
themselves that Charlie was right in saying that
there were people in the building. Then they all
looked about for another means of entrance. On
one side of the building there was a narrow alley, but it was tightly closed by a wooden gate.
Wild was just stepping up to it when the gate
opened slightly, and he saw the face and helmet
of a soldier. The latter saw him, too, and a s
quick as a flash he pulled the gate shut. But
before he could'fasten it on the inside, Wild seized
it, and giving a quick pull, opened it wide. The
.soldioer stepped back and promptly thrust out his
rifle, which contained a bayonet.
"Hold on, my friend," the young deadshot said,.
in hi >: rather poor German, while at the same
time he seized the barrel of his rifle and thrust
it aside. We are not after you, so you needn't
fear."
The soldier now showed that he was greatly
alarmed, but when Charlie and Jim came in he
made no attempt to bar their way. Through the
alley the three made their way, and after convincing himself that it was all right, the soldier
passed on out through the gate and carefully
shut it after him. Right at the rear end of the
building was an open door, and as Wild neared
it he walked cautiously and peered inside. Sitting at a round table was Hop Wah and three
soldiers playing cards.

CHAPTER II-Hop Wah Causes Some Excitement.
Hop W Rh, the clever Chinee, a s he was called,
because he was a magician of no mean ability, a
born practical joker, and was g.enerally able to
,, do the rigl.t thing at the right time, whether it
was for tht fun of it or to preserve human life,
found thin;cs rather tiresome in the captured
French city. The heathe~ was never quite satisfied untlei'1 he was doing something, and it
mattered lil :le whether what he was doing ·was

for the benefit of mankind, or playing cards or
practical jokes.
Feeling that he must have something to stir
him u p, Hop arose the moment he heard Young
Wild West and his friends stirring about in their
roooms which wer e close to the one he occupied
in the J ew's lodg ing-house. H e wa ited until he
heard them go ou t, and then a few minutes later
he left his room a nd pr oceeded downstairs, bidding the landlord a plea sant good-mor ning as he
saw him at the end of the ha llway. Hop was
not what might be called a teetota ler, although
he wa s partly temper ate in his habits.
Ho wever, he seemed to believe that a drink of
whisky now and then would keep his syst em in
proper shape, and on this particular morning he
feit that he needed some of it greatly, since· he
had be<': n ou t r ather la te t he mght before and
had imbibed rath er freely w1'· 1 0 in company with
th r ee German soldiers, one c. ~ whom could talk
English a nd had taken a g reat liking to him.
The hi.g a rmy tha t was now in uossession of
Nancy under the command of the Crown Prince
i·eally had nothing to do, since they had taken f""
possession of the trench':!S that had been dug by
the French and Eng lish, and it seemed that they
were simply waiting for the enemy to return and
try to dislodge them.
This made it possible for many of them to go
and co~e through the city almost at their will,
though of course they were always supposed to
be under discipline. Whether or not the three
Hop had become friendly with had a pull which
permitted them more freedom than any of the
others cannot be said, but anyhow, it seemed that
way, and when they had parted the night before
Hop promised to meet them early the following
mor ning and take breakfast with them. When
he left the house he started at once for the appointed place, which was what was supposed to
be a closed cafe, not very far from his lodginghouse.
Knowing just how to get in, the heathen pursued his wa y, and watching his chance when the
soldiers on patrol were not looking, he stepped to
the g ate that opened into an alley alongside the
building, ad catching hold of a protruding na il,
which was lvose with a wire attached to the end
of it, he g&ve a gentle oull. As there was a bell
at the other end of the wire, the signal was
heard immediately, and scarcely a minute passed
before the gate was opened slightly.
Having
been there the night before, Hop was readily recognized and at once admitted.
Then he proceeded through the alley that
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie entered
a little later, a s has already been described. An
under-sized Frenchman, who looked to be as
crafty as the average Jew, was waiting at the
door, and when he saw the Chinaman he grinned
broadly and bade him good-morning in French.
Hop answered the best he knew how, since he had •·
picked up enough of the language to understand
what the greeting meant. He went on inside and
found his three friends waiting for' him.
"Good-morning, Hop," the one who could speak
English fairly well said, smilingly.
"You vos
yust in time. We have the breakfast ordered
already. We make it for four.
"Lat allee light, Jakey," the Chinaman answered, smiling blandly. "You velly nicee Dutchee
man, so be. Me likee you um whole lot.'~
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"I am vot they call the corporal of the guard,
Hop. Mine two friends don't get pay so well.
But they good fellows, Hop. 1 like dem much,
and you can bet I treat dem right."
Jakey, as Hop called him, put on a pompous air
while he was saying this, and the two soldiers
under him nodded approvingly and showed that
the y admired him quite a lot.
·
The ·breakfast was soon placed upon a table
and then the four sat down to eat.
The little F1'€nchman waited upon them himself,
and he had a way of whisking about so quickly
that Hop could not help showing surprise.
Surely the man was running a great risk after
ha..,ing been ordered to keep his place closed.
But the fact was that his wines and liquors were
hidden in a cella r which could be entered from
adjoining room, and .o nly those he felt he could
trust were supplied with anything to drink. The breakfast over with, the boss quickly
clearer! away t he r emains, and the corporal paid
the bill.
Then as if he f elt that he should do his best to
keep on fr iendly terms with them, the proprietoT
~rought four bottles of wine from the cellar, and
mforme<l them that they should have it without
cost.
"You velly nicee Flenchman, so be, Misler
Boss," Hop decla red, when t:he corporal explained
that they wer e receiving the wine for nothing.
"1\le likee you velly ipuchee. Maybe me makee you
hand some plesent before me leavee Flance."
The corporal , who was quite a linguist, translated this to the man, wno shrugged his shoulders
and bowed his thanks. But Hop had no intention
of making him a present. On the other hand, he
could not help thinking that the fellow would
make a fine vict im for a practical joke, and when
the proper time came the joke would be pulled off.
It happened that half a n hour before they were
compelled to leave the place the night before a
ame of poker had started. Hop had played fair
&nd :ociuare, and no one had lost anything t o speak
of, so it was natural that he was anxious to start
in again. The bottles of wine were quickly
emptied, and then the corporal suggested that
they play cards. This was exactly what Hop was
hoping he might do. All three of the soldiers had
plenty of money, for they, like many others, had
been quite successful in looting some of the stores
the day the allies retreated fr om the city. Hop
had learned this the night before, and it struck
him that since they had obtained their money dish.one!4tly, it would be a good idea for him to win
it from them. Then if he got the opportunity he
would expend it in a way to help the unfortunates
who might need it. While the Chinaman was not
exactly the sort of a character for any of our
readers to emulate, he certa inly had some good
traits about him, and when it came to a show-'"'down, he was pr etty sure to do the r ight thing,
morally, mentally, or physica lly, as far as the latter :would permit him. Naturally, the clever
Chinee had seen fit to conver t some of his German gold into French money, and he had at that
moment five hundred francs stowed away in his
pqcket s. The German corporal had a great deal
more than that, as he had shown the night before, while his two companions were well enough
fixed to sit in a poker game for quite a long spell.
The Frenchman removed the empty bottles and
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then produced a new pack of cards, and then the
four started playing draw poker. During the· time
he had been in Europe Hop had been surprised to
find a great many of the natives who understood
the great American game. So far he had not discovered one who knew a tenth part of what he
did when it came to cheating without being discovered. Really it was seldom necessary for him
to do anything but to play fair and square. However, during the short time he had been in the
game the night before he had discovered that
Jakey, the corporal, was considerable of a cheat,
and very foxy, at that.
"Misler Jakey," he said, as they cut for deal,
"you velly smartee soldier, so be. Me no wantee
ketchee you cheat."
"Ach.!" exclaimed. J~ckey, shaking his head and
appe'irmg to feel mJured. "You believe me a
cheat?"
"No, Misler Jakey, but me tellee you lat if you
cheatee me no likee, so be."
"I vos no cheat, Hop. I play the game with
much squareness, you bet."
"Allee light. Me only foolee."
Jakey happened to win the deal, and he promptly placed a francs in the center of the table.
"Five francs the limit, Hop," he said. "One
franc the ante."
"Allee light, Jackey."
.T~en the cor~oral sh~ffie~ the cards, and peru
m1ttmg the soldier ·on his r1ght to make the cut,
he dealt them around one at a time as per the
rules of the game. Hop was watching him closely, though he did not appe·a r to be doing so and
when he saw him slip a card from the bottdm of
the pack each time he dealt one to himself he •
said nothing. The fact was Jakey, did it clev~rly,
and o!llY a close observer would have noticed it.
Certainly the two soldiers did not. But they were
really quite "thick" if the expression may be used
and were not very well acquainted with_the game'.
However, they knew that three of a kind would
beat two pair, and that·four of a kind would beat
three, and so on. Hop waited until his five cards
lay upon the t able before him, and then picked
them up. When he found that he was holding
four kings he knew right away that the corporal
was after him at the very sta rt. But he did not
show them by word or look that he had anything
worth w.hile. All came in with the necessary
franc apiece, and then the cards were dealt in the
draw. •The soldier on the dealer's left drew three
and with a grin the corporal looked at Hop and
said:
"How many you vos want, Hop?"
"Me takee one, S? be," ~as the quick reply.
. The card was given him, J a key smiling as he
did so. The other players drew three cards and
then after looking at his hand thoughtfully, jakey
declared that he want.e~ bu~ one. The betting
started along, Hop ra1smg 1t the limit when it
came his turn. This caused the soldier on his left
to immediately drop out.
"Hop, maybe you vos have- a good hand " the
dealer said, "but I want to see it. I make it five
francs better, already."
This drove the other player out, so it settled
down between Hop and the corporal While he
felt absolutely certain that he was going to lose
the pot, he kept on raising it, and " ·hen nearly a
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hunQ.red ·francs were upon the board he made out
' that he was reluctant to call his opponent.
"Whattee you gottee, J akey?" he asked, smiling
blandly.
"A pretty good hand, Hop. Four aces, already."
"Great gimlets!" Hop exclaimed, a~opting the
favorite exclamation of Cheyenne Charlie. "Me
thlinkee me win, so be. Me gottee allee samee
.four kings."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
.
J akey laughed so loud that the French proprietor rushed in and excitedly asked him to go a
'littte easy. Then the corporal ordered four bottles of wine as he raked iri his winnings. Hop
felt that he had a pretty elever one to deal with,
but he meant to get back what he had lost and a
lot more with it. The next deal was done perfectly on the square, and it fell to the lot of the
soldier on Hop's left to win a smaU pot. Then
the clever Chinee got the deal.
"Now len, my fliends, he said, smilingly, as he
picked up· the cards and proceeded to shuffle them,
"maybe me be velly muchee lucky, so be. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly smartee, and me
allee samee likee my uncle. He play dlaw pokee
with um empelor of China, and me play, too. One
day me win um million dollee, and len me comee
to 'Flisco."
He kept on shuffling the cards as he talked
away, but really he was doing something else, for
he had them so he could see each one of the pack
as they wer0 slipped (I.Yer each other. Jakey was
watching him, and he must have been satisfied
that there was no cheating being done. But when
}Jop dealt the cards and he found that he was
holding the four kings of the pack, he was somewhat amazed. and could not help showing it. Hop
was not 1ookir•ir at him, however, for it was not
necessary, since he knew just what cards he had
given him. He was simply turning the tables,
though not exactly in the same way. When he
picke ~l up his .hand he had a pair of aces, while
J akey was holding four kings pat.
"How many cards YO\l wantee, so be?" Hop asked the man next to him.
The fellow took three.
"Now len, ·Jake, how many do you wantee?"
and Hop grinned broadly as he looked at the corporal.
,
"I vos take one card, Hop," was the reply, as he
made the discard.
The other soldier drew two cards. Then Hop
looked over his hand. and shaking his head said:
"Me no gottee velly muchee. Me takee thlee
cards, so rb e."
Having placed two aces upon the top of the
pack when he laid the cards on the table, it was
an easy matter for him to get the winning hand.
He reached over and took one card at a time from
the top, after first discarding the necessary three.
Wishing to deceive the corporal all he could, he
shook his head as he looked at the first card, and
did the same at the second. But when he removed
the third from the top of the pack his face lighted up. Jakey was watching him closely, and
though he was no doubt a little suspicious, he
seemed to think that he held the winning hand.
The betting started, and after it went around
twice the two soldiers dropped qut, leaving it between Hop and the corporal. They kept on raising it each time it came their turn, and it was
not long before Jakey had his winnings up0n the

board ad something like fifty francs of his own
money.
, "Misier Jakey," Hop said, as he raised him
again, "you velly sniartee, so be, but me no
thlinkee you gottee four of a kind two timee. You
velly lucky um other timee, but lis timee you
bluffee."
"Dat vos all right, Hop," was the grinning reply. "I vill make it a raise of five francs. Maybe
YOU VOS bluff."
"Me no bluffee. Me makee fivee more, so be."
It went on around, Jake raising it as. before.
and Hop doin,1? the same. Then the corporal wilted slightly, for after looking at the pile on the
table and feelin~ in his pockets, he decided that
if he failed to win the pot he would be a lot out.
"Hop," he said, looking sharply at the Chinaman, "maybe you vos bluffing, and piaybe you vos
not bluffing. I have a good hand, but I vill call
you."
'Allee light, Jakey. Whattee you gottee?"
"I have the same four kings dot you have before. Ha. ha. ha!"
v
"Lat allee light, Jakey. Me gottee um samee ~
four lillee aces you havee before. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
Then he dropped the cards upon 1the-table, face
up, and quickly pulled in the money. At that m<>ment the door, which was partly open, swung
back, and in stepped Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie. So interested were tHe four ·in the
game that they had failed to notice Wild and
Charlie as they came to the door and they had
been able to watch the game for two or three
minutes. When Hop won the pot Wild thought it
time to go .i nside, and he promptly did so.
"Hello, Misler Wild I Hello, Misler Charlie!" the
Chinaman said, as he quickly recover~d from his
surprise. "Velly nicee pioihing, so be."
"At it again, are you?" the young deadshot
said, sternly. "Don't you know you are running
a risk by coming to this lllace which is supposed
to be closed?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Um soldiers .allee samee my fliends. Lev fixee evelythling allee
light."
.
'
The three Germans hardly would have been
more dismayed if a captain or lieutenant had come
in and caught them there. The corporal started
to explain, but Wild cut him short by saying:
"How much have you lost?"
"I don't vos know. Maybe a hundred francs."
"Hop," and Wild turned to the Chinaman, "give
him back the money you have won from him, and
do it quickly."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me wantee do tat, so
be," was the .b land reply.
Then the Chinaman, who seemed to know exactly what was due the soldiers, quickly counted out
the monev and pushed it to them, placing his own
in his pockets. He arose from the table, and
looking at the scout, said: ·
"Maybe we allee samee go outtee, Misler Chal'- ·
lie"
;,I reckon so, heathen," was the reply. "You'll
keep on till you git in a whole lot of trouble an'
maybe git killed. This blame .city ain't the right
kind of a place for you to be cuttin' up like t~.
It makes me mad to see the way you're act:ip.'
an' I've a notion to take you by the pigtail a.nS •
swing you around the room, an' knock the he$
off of these thr~e Dutchmen, who don't seem ,,
have sense enough to go in when it rains.''
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"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Ley me fliends,
so be. Me likee um soldiers velly muchee."
Wild was .iust about to turn to go out of the
place when he heard a slamming sound, which
.w as quickly followed by the rush of feet.
"Look out, Charlie," he said. "I reckon there's
a crowd coming in here."
The little Frenchman appeared at that moment,
and excitedly motioned them to step into the adjoining room. Feeling satisfied that a raid was
being made upon the place, Wild made up his
mind not to be caught there if he could prevent
it, so catching Hop bv the arm, he pulled him to
the door the Frenchman had opened, and at the
same time motioned Charlie to follow. The three
got inside, and pushing the Frenchman aside,
closed and locked the door, leaving the three Germans sitting at · the table. Then there were the
sounds of a great confusion and loud voices. The
frightened proprietor did not stop in the adjoining room, but hurriedly passed through another
door, and knowing that he was evidently looking
for a place of safety, Wild told Charlie and Hop
to come in, and followed him. He found a stairway with the Frenchman at the top of it, and up
they went. Coming to a hallway which led to the
rear of the house, they pushed the pi;oprietor
aside, who was tied to a bedstead ready to be lowered from the window, it struck him right away
that the Frenchman must have arranged it so in
case he was forced to leave in a hurry.
"That's all right,' Frenchy," he said, motioning
the little man to keep aside. "We'll get out of
here, and then vou can come.'.'
·
Hop was permitted to climb out of the window,
and holding fast to the rope, Charlie lowered him
quickly to the ground below. Then Wild followed,
and the scout easilv descended. They found themselves in a small vard.. but there was a gate at one
side, and as the three were going out the saw the
Frenchman sliding down the rope. It was quite
laughable, after all, but they were rather glad
at having avoided being seen by those who had
~aided the place.
CHAPTER III.-Ho:v the Germans Lost Nancy.
Wild, Charlie and the clever Chinee had come
out upon a side street, and when the young deadshot started to go around toward the front of the
building they had been forced to leave in such a
hurry, Hop showed signs of surprise.
"Lookee outtee, Misler Wild," he advised.
"Keepee 'way flom lere, so be."
"That's all right," was the reply. "I 1·eckon
there's no danger. I feel so:qry for your three
friends, though."
"Me feelee velly solly, too, so be. Ley velly
nicee Dutchee men."
There was considerable excite~ent on the other
treet. Soldiers were marching along hurriedly,
and several big field-pieces were rumbling along
over the pavement. Just what had happened to
cause all this they did not know, but after thipking for a moment, the young deadshot decided
that the best place for them to go just then would
be to the Red Cross ·headquarters, where the girls
h~d been left.
, "Come on, Charlie," he said. "Just see to it
that Hop sticks right with us. It looks to me as
U there is going to be more fighting very shortly.
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I w<,mder if the French are coming back to try
and drive the Germans from the city."
"You kin bet your life on that, Wild. In my
way of thinkin', that's jest what is goin' to happen."
As they were crossing the street they were
seized by some of the soldie:i;.s on patrol. But it
was not for the purpose of arresting them. They
0;imply escorted them safely across and then a
c.ouple of minutes later they arrived at the Red
Cross headquarters. There was no one in what
might be called the reception-room as they entered
but :i couple of minutes later an orderly appeared
and demanded to know what thev wanted. Wild
quickly explained matters to him, and then they
were treated politelv enough. Meanwhile, the
confusion outside increased, and feeling that they
were quite safe in that place, since the signs bearinz the "Red Cross" were exposed from the top
of the building and also in three places at the
front and side, Wild stood before the window
and watched. He could see the cross street which
was not more than a hundred feet from the window, and as the infantry and artillery were turning both corners, it would seem that they were
lining up to face an attack. For ten minutes they
stood there watching, no one ~nterrupting them.
Then Dr. Blake suddelv entered the office.
"I am glad you are here," he said, as he recognized them. "Is this man with you.,7" pointing to
Hop.
"Yes, doctor," Wild answered, quickly. "He's
our servant."
"Very well. He is in safe quarters, then. Do
you know that the French have been largelyl rein'forced bv Algerians and three full regiments of
English cavalry? They are advancing now to
drive the Germans from the city."
"That's a blamed good thing," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "A French city oughter belong to
the French. Let the Germans go back to their
own country."
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild spoke up, warningly.
"That's right. Great gimlets! I'm always forgittin' myself. But say, doc," and he turned to
the Red Cross physician, "I'm neutral all right,
an' you kin believe what I Say. I think Germany
is for Germans, an' France is for the French."
"All right," and the physician laughed lightly.
"You will remain here and lend what assistance
you can. I am sure there will be plenty to attend
to before very long.''
Boom, boom! Two loud reports that came from
· heavy cannons sounded, causing the building to
quiver. The ·Germans had opened fire upon the
advancing foe. The face of the physician paled
slightly.
".Of course," he said, nodding to Wild and
speaking in a low tone of voice, "this building will
be immune as far as the intentions of the combatants are concerned. But you never can tell
what will happen. A shell might burst over it at
any moment, or a mis-sent projectile strike it."
He was forced to raise his voice, for the din
was growing louder every moment. The heavy
cannonading was now in full force. But Wild
remained close to the window, and near him
stood the scout, while Hop, who had become
strangely silent now, knelt upon both knees, with
his head just high enough to permit hiin to view
what could be seen outside. A troop of German
cavalrymen clattered past the building, waving
theii' sabers as if eager to ~et into the fray. But
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the allies were coming forward at a rapid pace,
bringing their heavy artillery with them. Suddenly there was a thunderou s crash, and our
friends at the window saw a build~ng actually fly
to pieces. Behind the cavalry a thousand or more
infantry were advancing en masse. Wild .and the
scout suddenlv saw ~ score or more of horses and
riders go rolling upon the pavement s. Then just
as the foremost of the advancinl!." infantry got
before them there was a rattling sound which WC\S
quite enough to put one's teeth on edge, it plainly
being heard even thoul!,"h cannons were booming
continuall y. But if the sounds were enough to
st~rtle a person, what was the result, for right
before the eyes of those inside the Red Cross
headquar ters the infantry were mowed down almost in a few seconds, scarcely one of them being
left i::tandinl!." or able to run away.
"Awful!" shouted the doctor, who had stepped
up close to get a look. "The English opened up
on them with their rapid-fire guns. Nothing
could withstand such a thinl!."."
Wild simply nodded his head, for as much accus-tomed to seeing- terrible things as he was, it
Quite unnerved him for the moment. But there
was a fascinatio n about it, and he leaned closer
to the window and pee1·ed down the street. All he
cfJuld see was a mass of human forms, some of
them strugglin g feebly.
"Wild," the scout said, hoarsely, "I never seen
nothin' like that ih all my life. Talkin' about
fightin' with lnjuns in the old Wild West! Why,
it couldn't hold a candle to this."
"There wasn't a ·lot of fighting about that,
Charlie. It is simplv slaughter . But what gets
me is why they should proceed in such a mass.
Why, they were all huddled closer together, a~d
coming- at a run. If thev had been spread out m
fours, or even eights, for that matter, half · oi
them would probably have escaped."
"Oh, well, thev ain't l!."Ot no business to be here
in the French city, anyhow. Let's get back from
here. The first thing we know we won't know
nothin'."
•
'1.'he words were scarcely out of his mouth before a bullet smashed a glass within a few inches
of his face. and found a lodgment in the wall at
his left.. That was quite enough for them all, so
they quicklv withdrew to the rear of the building,
where they were agreeably surprised to find the
itirls, who were in a state that was not much short
Df terror.
"Oh, Wild," Arietta cried, running to the young
deadshot. "What will be the ending of this?"
"Take it easy, little girl," was the reassurin g
eply. "I reckon we are pretty safe here. If the
uilding is · struck it will be by a chance shot.
here is somethinl!." for you nurses to look after,
[ reckon. Outside the street is full of dead and
wounded."
The cool and easy wav in which the bov spoke
surely made them all feel a little better. Dr.
Blake looked at him with mixed admiratio n and
surprise.
"You are a wonderfu l young man, Mr. West,"
he ventured, in a huskv voice.
"You think so, eh? Well, that's all right. But
say, doc, there is no need of putting a handle to
my name. I reckon you know me well enough
now to call me Wild. That's what they all call
me in my own land, and I reckon it might as well
be that wav here in Europe."
''.Very well. Wild it shall be, then. But you
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are surely wonderfu l. I never yet met a person
who was anythinl!." like you. Used to all sorts of
experienc es with sick and injured, what is going
on now is appallinl!." to me."
"Calm yourself. doc." the boy said, smilingty .
"Give orders. You are in charl!,"e here. You know
as · well as I do that we are needed out in the
street."·
Satisfied that there was no more fighting going
on there at that moment, since the English sol~
di.e rs had cleaned out the entire street, Wild turned back to the front of the building. He was
right when he said there was no more fighting
going on there. The deadly rapid-fire guns had
been drawn away to another Quarter. Arietta fol. lowed her young- lover rather timidly, and when
she looked outside and saw what was there, she
clutched him tightly by the arm and said:
"I hate to do _it, Wild, but I have declared that
·I would be a nurse for the Red Cross, so I'll go at
it bravely."
,
"That's the wav to talk, little girl. Go ahead
and cheer them up, so they will be more fitted
for the work that is ·a head of them."
Then minutes lat'er men went out carrying litters, while several nurses, among them being the
girls, followed them. Wild and his partners lent
a hand, and soon the wounded were being carried
into the temporar y hospital. Meanwhil e the battle was raging as fiercely as ever. Steadily the
allies were advancing . Before the last of the
survivors of the terrible onslaugh t from the rapid-'
fire guns had been carried to shelter there was a
clattering of hoofs that came to the ears of our
friends during the brief lull, and looking up the
street they saw what struck them as a strange
sight at first. It was nothing more than a troop
of Algerian cavalry, and they were riding·for ward
with a determina tion that was to do or die.
"Niggers , by jingo!" the scout exclaimed , as
he leaned over close to the young deadshot' s ear
so as to make himself heard.
"They are from Africa, -Charlie," was the reply. "Algiers is a French colony, and they have
brought over some of the soldiers from there."
"Look at 'em go!'' the scout exclaimed . ''Know
how to ride, too, don't they?"
"They certainly do," Jim Dart spoke up, for
he was able to hear the words. "Th ~ re they go
around the ne.xt corner right into the thickest of
the fight."
As the last of them disappear ed around the
corner a big troop of Scotch Highland ers came
swooping from another quarter, with the English
flag waving in full view. Then from still another
direction there appeared a whole regiment of
French cavalry, while behind them rushed a battalion of infantry. But even that was not all that
our friends could see as they stood before the
Red Cross building. Further up on the hill they
could see between two tall buildings heavy artillery being rushed to the south, where there was
a still higher elevation. They could tell where
the chargers met the enemy, for the shots came
so quickly, and then partially ceased for a moment, during which they could hear the clashing
of steel and the shouts of those who were being
victor-ious as well as the cries of the wounded and
dying. Up rode an English general, who was
quickly met by a Frenchma n of the same rank.
'£hey consulted within a few yards of where our
friends were standing, and then parted and rode
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around to direct the fighting. Bugles began sounding in different quarters. Then there was another terrific crash of rifle shots, which had hardly died aown even a little when the artille~y,
which had been heading for the top of the hill,
began to operate. The allies came pouring in
from the upper end of the city then, and there
was but one conclusion to draw, the Germans were
retreating. Yells of triumph could be heard between the reports of the heavy cannons and the
crash of musketry.
"I reckon they've sorter got 'em goin', Wild,"
the scout remarked, with a shrug of his shoulders.
"Jt looks that way, Charlie," was the reply. "I
wonder if we could get on top of this house." .
"It wouldn't be safe, Wild," Jim spoke up.
"I suppose not, for some sharpshooter i_night
pick us off. All right. We'll have to let it &"o,
then. But it's too bad we can't see the spot where
e fighting is the thickest."
They were ca1led just then by Dr. Blake, who
was himself doing great work, so for the next
hour they were very busy lending what help they
could do the gallant Red ~i:oss. Never be~ore
had Young Wild West and his partners realized
what this society meant. Certainly the combatants had no time to look after their wounded, and
if it had not been for the small membership of
the society present in the city, many more lives
would have been lost in the terrible battle that
was now raging, for they would have b1ed to
death from their wounds. Noon came and still
the fighting was in progress, though it was f~
ther away now. The Germans were retreatmg
slowly but surely toward the Neurthe River. Not
a German soldier bad been left behind unless the
dead, wounded and prisoners might 1De cou;rited.
Prisoners the allies had a lot, as our friends
learned later on in the day.
"Well boys," the young deadshot said, as they
stood at the top of the bill at sunset surveying
the scene that lay to the east of them, "the
Kaiser's forces captured Nancy all right, but they
didn't hold it very long. I doubt if they will
ever gain such an advantage again. But what's
the odds? Just by keeping a city don't mean the
ending of a big war like this. Of course we already know that it is the Kaiser's ambition to
push ort• and capture Paris."
"But be ain't goin' to do it," Charlie declared.
"There you go again expressing your opinion."
"Can't help it, Wild. Maybe Paris might be
taken by the Germans later on, but not very 'Soon,
that's sartin. Too many again 'em, Wild. There's
!France an' England on one side, an' Russia on
the other. I'd like to git over to the other side
' see what them Russians kin to in the way of
:Oghtin'. Never did take a whole lot of stock in
the country, nor the peop'le, either, what I've seen
of 'em! But that don't mean I wouldn't give 'em
credit if they was deservin' of it."
They had no supper that night until ne·a rly
eleven' o'clock. The girls bad been working so
Jaard the whole day that they were pretty well
ahausted. But when they once got together and
)ad the satisfaction of drinking some tea and eatfng.~hat food that coulckbe obtained owing to the
awful condition of things, they really enjoyed it.
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CHAPTER IV.-Wild is Convinced that Madame
Pauli is a German Spy.
The house Young Wild West and hi& friends
had lodgings in had escaped injury, and glad they
were to enter it, and retired at midnight after
the brief and awful battle had been fought and
won by the allies. Hop Wah had behaved him·Self finely after his escapade of the morning, and
he was in his room SO"\lnd asleep when Cheyenne
Charlie went there to look for him. In spite of
the tiresome day they had put in, they were all
up quite early the following morning. Fighting
was still going on, but it was we'll down toward
the . Neurthe River now, and already French
officers were trying to get the half ruined city
into something like order. Arietta, Anna and
Eloise went to the hospital immediately after they
bad breakfast, and then the young deadshot and
his two partners, having nothing else to do, started to stroll about and look things over. Hop
went with them, for he did not feel like remaining
alone, and he had failed to come upon any one to
make friends with. Dr. Blake bad given each of
the Red Cross a badge, so they felt they cou'ld
pass through all right. As they had not seen their
horses since the day before, they decided to go
and have a look at them. They had been left in
charge of a man who was supposed to be responsible well at the outskirts of the city.
Strange to say, neither of them had thought
about the horses until now, and the moment it was
spoken of they were all ready to turn their steps
to the stable they bad been left in. It was a good
mile to the place, which was at the northeast end
of the city, where there had been scarcely any
fighting done at all. But a little walk like that
did not bother them in the least, and they set out
at a rapid stride. But before they bad gone three
blocks they were halted by an English corporal,
who was guarding a cross street with the assistance of four French soldiers.
"Americans, eh?" the corporal said, eyeing
them suspiciously. "Belong to the Red Cross, too,
I see."
·
"That's rigllt, my friend," Wild answered, in
his cool and easy way. "Our horses are in a
stable some little distance from .here, and we are
going to look at them."
' "Better wait a minute, my covies. There are
so many bloomin' strange peop'le to be found in
different places that I fancy I'll have to talk to
one of the Frenchmen."
"All right, go ahead. But don't keep us wait.
ing too long, please."
The corporal then sent one of -bis men away,
and in a little while he returned, followed by I\
lieutenant of one of the French companies. It
happened that he-could converse in English fairlJ'
well, and after Wild bad explained matters to hima
it was not necessary at all to show any paper.a t.o
them. But of course if it had been necessary
be surely would not have produced the Kaiser'a
document, as be chose to call the valued paper 'b e
had received from Emperor Wilhelm's private
secretary. About the only one of the four who
was not nettled at the delay was Hop Wah.
There was a bland smile on his face as they were
told they might proceed, and placing his hand iA
a pocket, he produced a. cigar.
·
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"Havee lillee smokee, so be,'' he said to the Eng•lish corporal.
· "By Jove! Thank you," was the ouick deply. as
the cigar was seized eagerly. "I'll have a few
whiffs- on it later on. Not now, you know. It
wouldn't he good for my health if I was caught
smoking by a super10r officer."
"Allee light," Hop answered, cheerfully. "Lat
velly niree cigar. Allee samee comee flom China."
"Wa \at a good cigar, Hop?" Wild asked, as
they were proceeding on their way.
"Velly muchee goOdee, Misler Wild. Allee
samee plenty powdee in, so be. Makee bigee
bang. Plenty smokee. Um soldier allee samee
thlinkee he shot."
"You're a rascal, Hop. What good will it do
you if the cigar does explode while he is smoking it? You won't be there to see it."
·
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me thinkee
'boutee, and !en laughee velly muchee."
They were halted twice after that, but only
for a minute or two, and then finally they arrived
.at the place where the horses were being stabled.
They found everything all right, and after they
had looked over the animals all hands gave them
a parting pat on their necks and withdrew.
"Now then, boys,'' Wild said, as he stood looking down the street which he knew would take
them clear to the western side of the city, where
the ground was very high, I reckon we'll follow
this street for a couple of miles. Then maybe
we'll be able to see something of what is going
on."
"Ain't much fightin' bein' done now, Wild," the
scout declared. "Ain't heard much except the
big guns, which keeps goin' every now an' then.
They're the guns of the French and English, I
reckon."
"Yes, probably they're trying to sher! the Germans out of the trenches."
It was quite a long walk to the end of the town,
as they found out before they got there. But they
were lucky enough not to be stopped for any
length of time, and at length thev found themselves
standing on a high eminence that overlooked the
scattered frame buildings on the outskirts. The
allies were now virtually out of the city, their
lines reaching every bit of :five miles. Here and
there th<> German · lines of advance could be seen
though for the most part it was shut from view
by houses and clumps of trees which lay between.
"The Germans have taken a stand on this side
of the river," Young Wild West said, after he
had looked upon the scene in silence for a _minute
or two.
.
Just then heavy cannonading sounded, and the
huge Krupp guns belonging to the Germans proceeded to get in their work. There had not been
brought across the r iver at all, but had been doing damage on the long-distance plan. When
about a dozen shots had been fired our friends
suddenly saw a shell explode less than a quarter
of a mile from them, right upon the spot where a
small division of the English soliders were
stationed.
"More work for the Red Cross, boys,'' the
young deadshot said, shrugging his shoulders. "I
reckon a few got killed that time.'
Charlie and Jim shook their heads, but made
no reply, while Hop looked on and said:
"Killee velly muchee quickee, so be. Me no
Uk~."'

Several old men and boys, who were of course
non-combatants, had ventured to the top of the
hill, and they now gathered near our friends,
looking at them curiously and acting as if they
thought they might get information from them
that would be vµ!lcome. Wild noticed this, so he
spoke as well as he could to them in French, and
assured them that the chances were that there
would be no more Germans in the city for some
time to come. They cheered faintly at this, one
of them waving a small, French flag. Meanwhile
the heavy guns continued to thunder. Then the
French got their heavy artillery in operation, and
happening to get the right range, kept dropping
the deadly missiles into the trenches, finally forcing the south division of the Germany army to
beat a retreat toward the river. But the Kaiser's
officers had everything in preparation there. Pon·
toon bridges had been hurriedly built, and there
would be little or no difficulty in getting the infantry across. The cavalry could easily swim
the river, if it became necessary to get to the
other side in a hurry. .
·~One thing we ought to have, boys, ·and I am·
going to see to it that we get it as soon as possible," Wild said. "What we have needed right
along is a powerful field glass."
"Do you s'pose one could be bought in this
blamed old town?" Charlie asked.
"If we can't buy one we might be able to borrow it. If we had a good glass we could see just
what the Germans were doing. Smokeless power
is being used entirely, and that means_that there
is no smoke to blot out the scene."
There surely was a fascination about watching
a battle as it w?s being fought, even if not much
could be seen ffom the other side.
The trained eye and minds of the young deadshot and his partners made them understand
quickly what w:as going on. They could tell almost before it began that a retreat was in order,
and when they saw another division of the German army wavering, they knew the allies were garng still more headway. But once they got to
the opposite side of the river the chances were
that the Kaiser's men would be able to hold their
ground for an indefinite period, since reinforcements would be sure to ·come before the allies
could make a successful crossing of the stream.
Our three friends almost forgot that they were
members of the Red Cross, and when it was nearly noon they were surprised on their wfJ.'y back
to meet several automobiles coming in which
doctors and nurses were riding. Men were carrying. litters, too.
"Well, boys, I reckon we have git to go to work
again. We promised to help the Red Cross all
we could, so we may as well keep true to it."
Presently they met an auto which contained
five of the nurses. Three of them were Arietta,
Anna and Eloise, and the others were Mrs. Ben-_
nam and Madame Pauli. This was the first Wild
had seen the latter since he caught her listening
in the office of the Red Cross building. The automobile stopped long enough to permit the occupants to say a few words to our friends, and
then it went on. Wild, Charlie and Jim then
hurried to assist the men in carrying the litters,
ers, etc., Hop joining in, too.
The result of' it
was that they put in another hard day of it, and
were just about as tired as they were the night
before whefl thzy retired. It was not until the
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next morning that Wild thought anYthing more of the package until he had examined it. his susMadame Pauli. He spoke to Arietta about her, picions were so strong against the. woman that he
and with a start the girl said:
· decided to do so. Picking up the package without
"I forgot to tell you about that lady, Wild. I being observed, he slipped it in his pocket and
saw her do something that seemed rather queer then walked leisurelv out into the room that was
to me yesterday afternoon."
called the office.
"What was it, Et?" the boy asked, eagerly, for
Charlie and Jim were there at the time, so he
his suspicions were so pronounced that he could quickly told them of what had happened in the
not make himself believe that the woman in ques· hospital. Then he sat down, and opening the
tion was what she represented herself to be.
package, found it to contain half a dozen docu"Why, as she was caring for a wounded officer ments, some of which showed signs of having
I saw her f eel in his pockets and take some papers been carried for a long time. While Charlie and
·from him."
·
Jim looked over his shoulder he examined them
"l.\! that so, little girl? Was the wounded officer one by one. Nearlv all of them were drawings
a Frenchman?"
showing positions here and there which were num"Why, yes, Wild."
bered. Not being able to read the language of the
"Ah! I begin to see through it now. Do you writing that was upon each, Wild decided to have
know one thing, Et? Madame Pauli is nothing it read for him. He was well satisfied that the
more or less than a spy."
papers contained the drawings of the different po"A spy for the Germans?"
sitions of the army of the allies, and also the
"Probably. I don't believe in this sort of busi- number of men the various divisions contained,
ness. Any one who poses as a Red Cross nurse etc. It happened that Dr. Blake came in just
s}).ould be strictly neutral. I think I'll have to in- then.
terview Madame Pauli before very long."
.
"Well, doctor, I am going to ask you a ques"Wild if I were you I wouldn't get mixed up in tion," the young deadshot said, in his cool and
anything like that."
easv way.
"I can't heip it, little girl. I believe in seeing
"What is it, Mr. West-I mean Wild?" the
things fair and square. Suppose the papers she physicfan a sked.
g ot hold of by the means you have told me should
"You can read French and German, I suppose?"
"Quite fluently."
contain some of the secrets of the French army."
''That is so, Wild. But such papers are often
"All right. I have some papers here I'd like
to have you look over."
found upon prisoners, and are made use of."
The doctor wiped his glasses, looking somewhat·
"That's all right. But a Red Cross nurse has puzzled as the bov handed him the papers Ma·
no business to take anything from the pockets of dame Pauli had dropped a short time before. As
':;( wounded soldier."
he looked at the first one, Dr. Blake gave a vioArietta agreed with him on that point, and lent start.
said nothing further.
"What is this?" he exclaimed.
Having made up his mind to keep a special eye
''That's what I'd like to know. I can see that
on Madame Pauli, Wild made it his business to it is a sort of chart that is probably meant to
look her up immediately after breakfast was over describe the position of a body of troops, or somewith. He went to the hospital, and as luck would thing of the sort."
.have it, came upon her just as she was leaving
"I should say so. Where did you get these pa·
the side of a wounded man, wbo lay on a cot at pers, Young Wild West?"
the further end of a long row.
"Oh, I picked th~m up this morning," was the
"Good-morning., madame," the boy said, smiling evasive reply.
"Oh, good-morning, M'sieur West," the madame
"Oh!"
answered, cheerfully. "Is it not ze awful t'ing,
Then as the doctor made a further examination
zis terrible war?"
he became much excited.
"Indeed it is."
"These must be taken to the general in com·
Then Wild looked at her carefully, and saw her mand without delay," he declared. "This set of
drop her eyes. Something in the way she spoke papers contains nearly a full description of the
told him that the accent she used was forced.
allies' fm:ces and their resources, as well as de·
"Madame," said he, after a pause, "what in- scriptions of three of the forts here."
duced you to join the Red Cross?"
"Say, doc," the young deadshot said, a twinkle
"For to help ze injured, M'sieur West. ' I come ~n his eye, "I thought you were neutral in this
all ze way from-from-- "
case?"
"From where, madame?"
"Why, so I am."
"Paris," was the quick reply.
"Then why should vou want to take the papers
Then she added:
to the g eneral of the French army?"
"I come all ze way from Paris to give my leetle
"Oh, I almost forgot. But . to whom do you
help."
think thev should be delivered?"
Then as if she had .iust thought of something,
"Certainly not to an officer of the German
she turned and walked hurriedly away. But as army, doctor."
she did so a fold of her dress caught upon one of
"No, of course not."
1.
the timbers that had been used to afford the nee·
"Well, that being the case, why should they be
essary cots for the wounded, and tore it slightly. delivered to anybody?"
The madame gave vent to an exclamation of dis·
' "I see the point. The papers are yours. Do .as
pleasure, and then giving the garment a shake, you like with them."
passed on. Then it was that Wild saw something
"All right. I will keep them for a while, and
drop to the floor. It was a fl.at package which was then destroy them," and so saying the young deadtied with an ordinary piece of string. While he shot took the papers and thrust them in W.
knew it was a little out of order for him to keep pocket.
'
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CHAPTER V.-Hop's Trick Dice.

The fighting continued hard up until four
o'clock"'that afternoon. Then the French, having
been reinforced still further, succeeded in forcing
the Germans to cross the river. The Kaiser's
army met with considerable loss while this was
,being done, for the raking fire that was thrown
upon them had a tenible effect, while many were
drowned in a desperate attempt to swim to the
other side. But the German lines were now in a
good position, and doubtless they would be able to
hold out for a · considerable length of time At
sunset both sides ceased firing as if by mutual
agreement. Young Wild West and his two part·ners had worked prettv hard during the day asi;isting the Red Cross all they could, but even
though they were somewhat tired, they felt like
doing something. The silence that came after the
temporary cessation of hostilities had the effect of
making them feel uneasy.
"Boys," the young deadshot said, "I have a
strong inclination to get down to the river, and
see just how the Germans are located. I wonder
if it would be safe for us to try it."
"These badges we're wearin' might help us
out, Wild," said Jim.
"I was thinking of that. I reckon we'll go, anyhow."
The girls had quit working for the day, but after eating supper thev declared that they would
just as soon remain at the Red Cross headquarters for an hour or two as not, since if they went
to their lodging-house there would be little or
nothing for them to do, and the result would be
that thev would retire earlier than was necessary.
Wlien they were readv to venture out on their
tour of inspection, as the young deadshot chose to
call it, they looked around for Hop Wah. But the
clever Chinee was nowhere to be found.
"I would much rather take him with us than
leave him running around loose," Wild said, with
a shake of the head. "Hop is bound to get into
trouble somehow, f_pr the fact is it seems that he
is generally looking for it."
"Suppose we go around and look him up," Jim
suggested. "We can do it while we are making an
inspection of the condition of things, as you call
it."
"I don't know but what that's a very good idea.
Come on. Maybe he is hanging around one of the
camps somewhere. The chances are if he is we'll
find him among the English soldiers. He can manage to talk to them all right, though it seems
that he will never get accustomed much to French
and German."
They of course knew where the main body cf
the British was located. Their camp-fires showed
bright1y in the gathering darkness just at the
outskirts of the city on the left.
.
Assuring the girls that they would not be gone
more than a couple of hours, the thr ee set out,
walking rapidly through the streets of an almost
ruined city, for at least half of the best buildings
it contained were partly demolished, some of them
completely.
·
But the Red Cross building and most of those
near it were still intact, which showed that both
Germans and the allies had great respect for it. _
Most of the wounded had been brought here,Since the allies had sustained a very small loss
during the day. But down at the river it must be

different, and some of the members were working
there now after resting the entire afternoon. As
our three friends neared the guard lines of the
English camp they could hear the sounds of
to them at first.
·
"Some of 'em is feelin' mighty good, I reckon,"
the scout r emarked, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"That's right, Charlie," the young deadshot answered. "But I presume that the majority of the
English soldier s are ~asoned to such things.
Probably they have been under fire before, and
that makes all the difference in the world."
The Red Cross badges permitted them to pass
the lines, so they walked leisurely over to a group
of about t wenty soldiers and an officer bearing
the shoulder straps of a lieutenant, who were
eating supper.
Plenty of hot coffee was there, and they seemed
to enjoy it greatly:
"How are you, lieutenant?" the young deadshot
said, as he stepped up and saluted in military
style.
·
"Who are you?" came the rather i°inpertinent
reply.
"Just a common, ordinary American engaged in
helping the Red Cross a little, that's all."
"Oh, an American, eh?"
The lieutenant's manner changed instantly.
"But," he added, looking at the boy searchingly,
permitting his glance to go from head to foot, "f
am puzzled as to why you should be attired in
such a fashion. You remind me of the pictures
I have seen of the natives of the western part of
America."
"That's just what I am, lieutenant, and so are
my two partners. My name is Young Wild West,
and I take pleasure in introducing to you Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"What!"
The Englishman seemed to be astounded.
"Do you mean to say that you are the wonderful Champion Deadshot who brought the big Wild
West Show to Europe this spring?"
"That's just who I am."
"Why, I have read quite considerable about you,
then. l\fore than that, I have been reading cheap
literature concerning you and your doings in
America. If half of it is true, you certainly are
wonderful people."
"I reckon about all of it is true, lieutenant,
though of course I don't claim to be wonderful,
nor do my p,artners. But say, I'd like to ask you
a question. '
"Proceed."
_
The lieutenant was now very mild, and evidently wanted to be as obliging as possible.
"Have you seen anything of a heathen Chinee
around your camp?"
"No, I haven't, but I have heard of him. I
imagine you will find him somewhere. I never
saw such a fellow. He has more audacity than
ten men could possibly possess altogether."
"You have heard of him, eh?"
"Yes, sir," and then a man promptly stepped
forward, saluting and appearing to be a little
worried as he did so.
The moment their eyes rested upon him Wild
and his partners recognized him as the corporal
Hop had given the loaded cigar shortly after the
English reinforcements arrived at Nancy. The
three could not help smiling when they saw him.
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for it flashed upon them instantly that the corporal must have tried to smoke the cigar.
"Corporal," the lieutenant said, winking at our
three friends, "do you know anything about a
heathen Chinee who is at large in Nancy?"
The man saluted again and quickly answered:
"Yes, sir."
"Please tell these gentlemen what you know
- about him. Do not omit anything."
"I have seen them three fents, lieutenant. The
Chinee was with 'em when seen 'em."
"Yes, I understand. Proceed."
.
_"I stopped them from passing, obeyin' orders,
sir."
•
"Yes, that part is all right."
"Then, sir, when an officer come and said it
was all right, they went on."
He hesitated then and looked at the ground,
shifting his feet uneasily.
"Proceed,'' the lieutenant said, sternly.
"The Chinaman what was with 'em, sir, 'anded
me a cigar with his compliments."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, un7
able to keep in. · "I reckon that was a fine cigar,
wasn't it?"
"It was a bloomin' bad cigar-a funny cigar.
Why, sir, it exploded, and nearly blowed out me
eyes."
Nearly all the soldiers close by were listening
to what was said, and a titter was promptly. heard.
The lieutenant in command did not say a word
to this, but was doing his best to keep from
laughing aloud. The poor corporal, much mortified, looked first at the ground, and then around
as if for an avenue of escape. But of course he
dared not leave without the permission of his
superior.
"I suppose, lieutenant,'' he said, speaking as if
with an effort, "it might be a thing to laugh at.
But, blow me, if I feel like laughin'." .
"That's all right,'' Wild said, stepping over
and touching him on the arm. "I reckon it was
h~nly a joke.
That heathen is a funny fellow.
Since you are really not harmed, I would forget
it if I were you."
"Oh, I don't bear the cove no ill will, sir,'' was
the quick reply. "But it was a bloomin' nasty
joke."
"Have you seen the Chinaman since?" the
young deadshot questioned.
"No, sir, and I don't want to see him, beggin'
your pardon for speakin' that way."
"Well, we're searching for him. I had an idea
that he might be in the camp' here. Naturally he
would come where he could converse with those
he could understand. That heathen will never
learn to understand or speak French or German,
that's certain."
"He talks very poor English," the corporal declared, shaking his head. "But I suppose that's
all what can be expected of a Chi.nee."
The lieutenant now gave the man permission
to leave, and after saluting he lost no time in
doing so.
"Much obliged to you for the way you -have
treated us, lieutenant," the young deadshot said,
in his cool and easy way. "We are penned up
here in the city, and naturally feel like moving
about a bit for some little recreation. We haye
been working hard for two or three days, and I
sincerely hope that there will be less of that kind
ofrwork to do, though," and the boy cast his eyes
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in the direction he knew tj1e German army to be
located. "It seems to me that those fellows over
there are going to make a determined stand."
"Oh, yes. We all must admit that the Kaiser's
troops are good fighters. But,'' and the lieutenant shrugged his shoulders, "they will get tired
of it after a while. They lost two to one in today's fight, and if it keeps on that way there
surely :inust be an end before long."
Wild and his partners nodded, ancl then, after
saluting, started off to the left to continue their
~arch for Hop. As they neared the long line of
campfires they were about ready to give it up.
But since the lieutenant had said that the Chinaman was probably somewhere in the camp, they
continued on. One small fire a little out of range
of the campfires attracted their attention. Really
it was not a campfire, but simply had been -b uilt
for the purpose of throwing out light for those
who where gathered close to it. There were six
in the group, and as our three friends got a little
closer they easily distinguished one of the:d! as
being the missing Chinaman.
"Playin' cards, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie
whispered, as they came to a pause and looked
sharply at the group. ·
"No,'' Wild answered, quickly.
"They are
throwing dice. Hop is gambling again. Boys,
they haven't seen us yet. ·we'll move around to
the left and then we'll be able to get behind the
ruins of that little shanty which they are pretty
close to, as you can see.
Charlie and Jim nodded, and then Wild led
the way as he- suggested. They succeeded in getting · to the shanty without being discovered, and
once they did they crept around to withon a do.zen
feet of the little group of ·gamblers.
.
"Me velly smartee Chi.nee,'' they heard • Hop
say just then. "Me chukee thlee sixes. Allee
samee makee eighteen. Me winnee um pot, so
be."
There was a small pile of money on the ground,
and Hop reached over and took possession of it,
while the five soldiers, one of whom was a minor
officer, appeared dismayed.
"No more for me,'' one of them said, as he arose
disgustedly. "I never seen such bloomin' luck in
all my life. Why, the heathen has won all my
money."
"You didn't have much when you started in,
Bill," one of the others said.
"No, but what's the difference whether I had ·
a hundred pounds or only a few shillin's? It's
about all gone."
"Quit if you like, but I'll go it once more with
him. His luck can't last. It's bound to turn."
"Me tellee you whattee me do," Hop spoke up,
as if he really meant to give them an excellent
chance. "Me bettee you ten dollee me thlow more
Ian fourteen elevly timee me thlow um dicee."
"Never mind the dollars," one of them answered, quickly. "I have got a sovereign here,
and I'll bet that much that you don't beat fourteen, you to have one chance to do it."
"Allee light," and Hop counted out the equivalent of the sovereign and placed it on the ground
before him.
The soldier promptly covered it, and then the
heathen rattled the three dice in the small leather
cup he had for the purpose, and rolled them outi
upon the ground.
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"Sixteen," one of them exclaimed. "You lose,
Jetrsr."
· ~
·"So I do," was the reply. "Bu~ I want another
chance. I have got two more sovereigns, and I
won't be satisfied until I lose them or win something."
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, cheerfully.
"You allee samee tlue blue sportee, so be. Me
likee you velly muchee."
"Go ahead," was the reply, and another sovereign was dropped upon the ground.
Hop put one at -the side of it, and after picking
UP the dice, said:
"Now len me chuckee more Ian fourteen, so be.
Len me win."
"That's it. Fourteen is a big throw with the
dice. If you can beat it this time I'll think that
you have got the dice bewitched."
"Me beatee. so be."
Then· the Chinaman rolled out the three little
cubes again. This time two sixes and a five came
up.
"A"llee samee seventeen. Me win up money."
While he was surprised and not a little puzzled,
the Chinaman's victim was not/ ready to give up
yet.
\
"I'll go ' you once more," he declared. "i'm
game, as the Americans say."
Hop threw for the third time and won. The
En~lish soldiers thought he was very lucky, but
the fact was that Hop was using trick dice. Each
cube had upon it only fives and sixes, so it was
impossible to. throw less than fifteen, no matter
how they came up. When the game had started
regular dice were used, but the Chinaman, owing
to his sleight-of-hand ability, easily manipulated
them, and used his own dice whenever he wanted
to. The victimized ,$Oldier who had lost three sovereigns in succession was greatly mortified. But
still he did not accuse the Chinaman of cheating.
But before the arrival of Wild and his partners
Hop had won the equivalent of a hundred dollars
in United States money. No doubt he fully intended to keep it, for certainly he was not expecting the young deadshot to show up in time to prevent him from doing so. But Young Wild West
always made it a point to compel Hop to give
back the monev he won in such games, for it
seemed that it was impossible for him to keep
from cheating, no matter what game he got into.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop said, as he
arose to his feet and looked at his victims smilingly. "Me likee chuckee more dicee, so be. Or
maybe you wantee plav dlaw pokee."
But not one of them cared to risk any more
money. The young deadshot thought it about
time to make his appearance, so nodding to his
two partners to follow him, he stepped around the
corner of the ruined shanty and said :
"Hello, Hop! We have found you at last, eh?"
"Misler Wild!" the Chinaman exclaimed, as he
turned quickly and saw the three approaching
him.
."A fine lot of gamblers you fellows are," the
7oung deadshot said, addressing the soldiers. "I
honestly believe that if you·· had a million dollars
apiece you would be foolish enough to let that
heathen win it all from you. Didn't it occur to
you that he might be cheating?"
"!~I-thought something like that," one of
them answered, as he stepped forward so he could
get a good look at the speaker,
''You thought so, eh? Well, you thought right.

That heathen has been cheating. the eyes out of
your heads: But don't think for a moment' that
he is going to keep the money. Hop!"
1his was said sternlv as the young deadshot
turned to the guilty Chinaman.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply.
"You know what to do."
.
"Me undelstand.
Me fixee velly muchee
QUickee."
, ·
Then, much to the fov of his victims and not a
little to thei;r surprise, Hop quickly counted out
all the money he had won from them. He had
such an excellent memory that he knew just how
much each one had lost, and as he handed it ot
them, one after the other, his face was wreathed
in smiles.
"Evelything allee light," he said, as he pocketed
the money he had used himself when the game
first started.
"This is what I call bloomin' strange!" the fellow who had lost the three sovereigns in succession exclaimed. "Mav I ask you how the Chinaman cheated?"
The question was addressed to Wild, who '.f.
promptly retorted:
"Certainly you may ask, and I'll tell you very
quickly. He has three dice which contain only
fives and sixes, and vou were foolish enough to
let him use them whenever he wanted to." ·
"That's cheatin1t sure."
"Certainly it is. Hop, juEjt show them the dice,
so thev will know all about it."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
promptly slipped his hand in a pocekt of his
blouse and produced the trick dice. In the light
of the fire all had a look at them, and they were
much amazed.
"I would like to O'\Vn them dice,' 'one of them
declared. "How much will vou take for them?"
"Me no sellee," Hop declared. "Me fiaid me
losee, so me allee samee eatee."
Then he appeared to place the three dice in his
mouth, for he threw out his hands, showing that
they had disappeared, after which he gave a
mighty gulp.
,.
"Vellv nicee evening, Misler Wild," he said.
"Nowlen, me go with vou."
The young dead.shot was forced to laugh at this,
and after advising the soldiers not to gamble any
more, he started from the spot, going around to
the left, for he had not given up the idea of getting close to the German lines.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild and Charlie Get Info
Trouble.
Wild and his partners knew that there had
peen a bridge over the river directlv to the east
; of Nancy. The river itself flowed along to within
two miles of the citv proper, but there were
houses and little farms scattered about all the
way to it, many being on the· other side as well .
"Boys," he said, turning to Charlie and Jim, "it
won't hurt us to walk a couple of miles or ~o.
We'll go on down the main road and see how the
bridge looks. Of course it was blown up, as ")fe
all know, but it will be worth while to have a look
at it. Certa:inly there wiU be no Germans to molest us, and we'll manage things all right with
the French and English, for these Red Cr9ss
badges seem to wo~k like a c:harm.' 7 •
~'
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"Me go, too, Misler Wild?" Hop asked hesi- were there, owing
to the fact .that the bombar dtatingly .
ment
put the lighting power out of co:mmis"I reckon so. I don't conside r it safe .to per)nit sion. had
It
was
a bright starligh t night, so they proyou to g CJI about alone. But say, Hop, you had ceeded on,
soon were looking over the ruined
better look out if that corpora l you gave the bridge and and
the
other evidences of the awful bomloaded cigar to ever catches you."
bardme
nt,
for
"He swears he's goin' to kill you on sight," it which had there were several building s near
been complet ely razed. One of them
Charlie added quickly .
had been a big stone granary , and grain was float"Y9u see him?" Hop asked eagerly.
upon the water all around it, probabl y to a
"Yes, we saw him less than half an hour be- ing
de pth of two or three feet. 1t almost lool.ted like
fore we found you gamblin g with those fellows the
ground, and when Cheyen ne Charlie picked up
back there."
a stick and thrust it in it he turned to his com"What he say, Misler Charlie ?" and Hop came panions
and said:
up closer to the scout.
.
"I reckon that would be a putty good trap for a
"Oh. he said the blamed cigar liked to have feller
blowed his eyes out, or someth in' like that. He's didn't what didn't know no better. Blamed if I
think I 'could step right down there an' git
awful mad, Hop. If I was you I'd kinder keep
around to the side of that big stone pillar over
shy of him.''
"Me lookee outtee, allee light. But me no 'flaid. there.''
"Right you are, Charlie . But I reckon we are
Pletty goodee. Um cigar go bang! He, he, he!"
Then he laughed as he though t of how it Jl!Ust not going to fall into any such traps as that.
Let's go around this way, and maybe we can get
have been when the cigar exploded.
"There 's no use in trying to scare him," Jim into some part of what is ·left of the building .''
"Right you are, Wild,'' and the scout prompt ly
:r said, as he walked ahead with the young dead·
shot. "He's se full of fun all the time that some- followed him.
"Comin g, Jim?" Wild called out softly to Dart,
times I believe he hardly knows what fear is.''
who
at
that
momen
t
was
looking
among the ruins
"I feel pretty sure that there never was
_Chinam an who possess ed any more nerve than hea with Hop.
"We'll
be
there
in
a
minute.
There's someth ing
does, anyhow ," Wild answere d.
here that looks like the body of a dead horse:''
They walked on down the road, which was
"Well,
if
the
horse
is
dead,
there
isn't much use
pretty well deserted , though here and there they in botheri ng about
it.''
met a soldier. But thev manage d to get through
Then
the
young
deadsho
t
went
on with the
.all right, only being stopped but twice. It seemed scout. Thev
that they being Americ ans, and attired in their in.e: a cornerknocked over some debris, and roundWild West costume , as they were, more allow- a big stone of the foundat ion of what had been
granary , came to a doorway . Just
ances were made than might otherwi se have been what
caused Wild to feel like going in cannot be
the case. After walking about a mile and a half said, but
they came to the first line of the allies. The river a match, he was always adventu rous; and strikina :
he boldlv entered , Charlie close at his
was scarcely a mile distant, and on the other side heels.
But even though they had a match to light
of it the lines of the German advance s extende d the way,
they suddenl y stepped into an opening ,
for miles. Inside the lines they found four heavy which
guns that had been abandon ed by the German s in buildingwas nothin.e: more than the cellar of the
their hasty retreat. · These were guarded by a fused . It was not much of a fall, but it conthem somewh at for the moment , and when
"'' nhmber o{ men, with a cavalry captain in charge. they
upon their feet and found themsel ves in
It had fallen to the lot of the English to capture total got
darknes s, they realized that they might be
the big guns, so it natural ly fell to them to guard compell
ed to have Jim and Hop assist them to get
them. Wild had no difficulty in making friends
with the cavalry captain right away, for like the out.
"Great gimlets !" Charlie exclaim ed. "That
lieuten ant they had talked to when they first came
me a mighty big jar. It ain't nice to make
to the camp, he had heard much about them. agive
step an' find your feet touchin ' nothin'. "
When the young deadsho t informe d him that they
"You have .e:ot that dead right, Charlie ,'' the
intende d to go down and have a look at the ruined
bridge, the captain prompt ly advised them not to young deadsho t replied, as he struck a match.
At that very momen t they heard a noise behind
do so.
them, and before thev could turn to investig ate,
"No doubt you may meet German scouts, some both were seized and
thrown to the ground, hands
of whom will surely venture to this side of the being clapp_ed over their
mouths instantl y. They
river,'' he said. "Somet hing might happen to
were
you
conscious of the fact that they had been
if you did.''
pounced upon by several men, who must have been
"Well, captain ," and Wild laughed lightly, "we hiding in the
Natura lly they struggl ed
have been through all sorts of adventu res, and and endeavo redcellar.
to shout, so they might be heard
have taken big risks, so I reckon we'll chance it, by Jim and the Chinam
an. But those who had so
anyhow .''
suddenl y attacke d them seemed to know their
But he urged them not to do so until he found busines s, and in less
than a minute our two
they were .determ ined, and then reluctan tly he friends were
d powerle ss and we~e being
permitt ed them to pass. The rest of the road to dragged awayrendere
in
the darknes s. The faint splashthe ruins of the bridge was complet ely deserte d as ing of water came
to their ears then, and they
far as they could see, and at length when they could see a little light.
Then out of an opening
came to the buttres s over which the span had they were lifted bodily and
placed into some sort
been before the structu re was blown up, they of a boat.
found that they were not going to have it all their
A ropE; was then brough t into play, and they
own way. Over at the other side of the river they
could see the campfir es of the German s. The city were securelv bound, after which gags were
lay well behind them now, but very few lights thrust into their mouths . Then the boat pushed
off and silently started acro~s the . river. Wild
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and Charlie manae:ed to get into posi1tons so they
could see that there were four men in the boat
with them. Thev wore uniforms, and it did not
take them but a few seconds to satisfy themselves
that their captors were Germans. But neither
could say a word to explain who and what they
were, so were forced to remain there helpless
while the little craft continued on its way to the
other side of the stream. Two of the soldiers
were paddling with the oars in lieu of rowing,
probably so they might not make too much noise.
The boat was ' flat-bottomed, of the type that is
called a scow in this country. But the current
being mild, it made good headway, and soon landed upon the shore at the other side of the river.
The prisoners were not handled roughly, but were
quickly lifted out and placed upon their feet.
Only their hands had been tied, so they could
easily walk. This they found it necessary to do,
or else suffer themselves to be dragged along. But
in the very few minutes that had elapsed since
they were placed in the boat, Young Wild West
had become Quite calm, and he was now ready to
make explanations, for he thought · surely that
thev would soon be taken before some officer. On
the other hand, Charlie was not only much worked
uu over what had happened, but extremely angered. As they were kept pretty close together,
Wild nude:ed him two or three times, meaning for
him to keen cool. At the last attempt in this direction the scout seemed to understand, for he
nodded his head.
They were permitted to stand still for a couple
of minutes after beine: led a few yards from the
ede:e of the water. Then they sa~ two of the soldiers who had captured and brought theJll across
the river hide th,e boat among some overhanging
bushes, after which they joined the others, and
then all set out alone: a path which evidently led
to some habitation, for there were several in the
vicinity, as our two friends knew. After ascendine: to the top of the hill, Wild and Char.lie saw
the campfires of that division of the German army
that was located tliere. They were only a short
distance from the lines, and a minute later a sentry challenged their captors. But they were
Quickly allowed to pass, and- five minutes later
Young Wil.'1 West and Cheyenne Charlie were
standing before an officer, whose uniform and
equipments made them understad readily that he
was of the rank of a e:eneral. The moment he got
a good look at them the officer gave a start.
"Where did vou find them?" he asked the minor
officer who had led in the capture of the two,
speakine: in German, as a matter of course.
Wild understood enough of what he said to
know what was meant, and he listened to hear the
reply, which was also in German. But it was
simply to the effect that the two had been found
in the cellar of the ruined building, and taking
them to be spies, the soldiers had seized them, and
after binding and gagging the\l}, returned as
quickly as i:>ossible with their prisoners. The German general frowned after gettine: the reply.
Then, noddin to Wild, he said:
"I have seen you before," this time speaking in
excellent English.
All the young deadshot could do was to nod, for
he had been gagged in such a way that it was imJ)()Ssible to utter a word that might be understood.
"And you, too,' the general said, nodding to
.C harlie.
The scout blurted out something, but that ~as

all that it amounted to. A nod from the high officer and two of the men who had brought the prisoners before him auickly stepped up and removed
the gags.
"I beg your pardon, general," Wild slid, as soon
as he could find the use of his tongue, "but this
seems to be a sort of outrage. We are engaged
in Red Cross work just at present, and it happens
that I have a paper in my pocket that is signed
by the Kaiser's private secretary, giving us permission to go and come anYWhere in Germany.
9f course we are not in Germany now, but I take
it for irranted that we shouldn't be interfered
with by the Gerinan officer ' ·md troops, no matter where we are."
"I know that what you say is true in regard to
the royal document you were given by our
Kaiser,'' the general replied. "But there may be
an e;iscuse for what has happened."
"That's right, too. But I wasn't given a chance
to make one word of explanation."
"I am indeed sorry, Young Wild West. You see
I know you," and the '1,"eneral smiled. "I attended
your show three times in Berlin."
"I am more than pleased to hear that, general,
for now I well know that we will be set at liberty
without delay."
"As soon as possible. Probably some time tomorrow.'' and the e:eneral shrugged his shoulders.
"How is that?" Wild demanded, as a soldier untied his hands and gave him the chance to· use
them once more.
"Under the rules of warfare, and by the direction of those who are governing me, it will be
necessary to have you examined, for anyone
caught under such peculiar circumstances as you
two were are always deemed spies until their innocence has been proven."
"Spies I I rekon we ain't no spies,'' the scout
blurted out angrily. "That paper with the
Kaiser's seal on it oue:hter be enough to prove
that."
.
"It should be. But a i:>erson in possession of
such a document as that might be a spy. However, I promise you that you will be examined
the iirst thine: in the morning, and I really think
you will have no trouble to prove your innocence.
You will permit yourselves ·to be placed under
guard, and there you will remain until tomorrow
morning."
What the general said was imperative, and issuing a quick order in his own language to the
guardsmen who were standine: near, he turned
abruptly on his heel and walked away. There
was no way out of it, so Wild and Charlie had to
submit to beine: led away a s prisoners of war until they could prove that they were not spies. A
few minutes later they found themselves associated with a dozen or more French and English,
who had been captured during the day. But they
were treated pretty well, and finding that there
was no chance to do anything just .then, they sat
down and prepared to wait. Wild was as cool as
he could be, but the scout was irritable, and he
kept talking about the injustice that had been
done them.
"Never mind, Charlie," the youi;i.g deadshot
said, after listenine: to him for a while. "You
know very well that we had no business prowling
around on the other side of the river. We were
nearly half-way between the lines of the opposing
armies, and you know what we were told by the
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English captain before we came down to have a
Jook at the ruined b~ge."
:
"That's all right, Wild," was the reply. "But
what in thunder are thev goin' to keep us here till
tomorrow mornin' for?"
·
., "You heard what the general said a little while

ago."

"Yes. I know that. But he could jest as well
have examined us. I aint' afraid of bein'
searched, an' I know that you ain't, either."
As the scout said this the young deadshot gave
a start, for he remembered that he had the papers
the Red Cross nurse spy had dropped in the hospital in his possession. While he realized inetantly that they might be gratefully received by
the Germans, he felt that he would be doing an
mjustice to the army of the allies by permitting
them to fall into such hands. Probably forty feet
distant a fire was burning, around which were sitting searevl of the soldiers. The night was a little
chilly, anyhow, and evidently ~hey had l?een
ting several of the soldiers. The mght was a httle
warmth.
"Say, Charlie," Wild whispered, as he got a
little closer to his partner, "I want to get over
to that fire as soon as possible."
"You ain't cold, are you 'f"- was the reply, as the
11cout looked at him in surprise.
"No. But I have something in one of my pockets that I want to burn."
"Great gimlets! I know what you mean. Them
J>apers."
"Yes. The auicker they are burned the better
it will be."
"I reckon you're right, Wild. I'll tell you what
_J'd do if I was you."
"What, Charlie?"·
"I'd jest walk on over there an' make out that
I wanted to warm myself."
"A good idea. I reckon I'll do it."
Then the voung deadshot arose to his feet and
started leisurelv to the fire. A guard intercepted
him right awav and said something in German.
speaking auite roughly. The young deadshot
made out that he was shivering, and pointed to
the fire. Then he was permitted to go to it, the
guard walking along with him. Wild dropped
upon his knees before the fire and pretended that
he was wa.rming his hands. When he thought he
had a good chance he felt in an inner pocket and
drew forth the packet of papers. Just as he was
about to slip them among the .coals of the fire the
guard saw him, and making a quick grab, caught
him by the wrist.
.
"A spy, a spy!" the guard shou~ed, i~ German,
and then almost before Wild realized it a dozen
&<>ldiers sprang toward him.

CHAPTER VII.-Young Wild West and the
Crown Prince.
Young Wild West was more angered than he
was afraid when he found himself thwarted of ,
destroying the papers that contained descriptions
of the allies' army that would be of so much im:portance to the Germans. But he did not let go
of the packet, even though he was confronted by
a number of fierce-looking soldiers. The guard
.kept a grip upon his wrist, however, and tried to
take the pacekt from his hand. Becoming desperate, Wild suddenly pulled himself free, and then
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leaping across the fire, dropped the papers squarely into the blaze. One of the soldiers sprang forward and attempted to seize it, but the young
deadshot's fist shot out and caught him squarely
on the chin, upsetting him completely.
"Get back, and let me alone!" the boy cried, his
eyes fl.ashing, as he gave another soldier a push
as he attempted to reach the· papers, which had
become ignited and were rapidly burning.
The action he had taken completely surprised
them all, and for two or three seconds nothing
further was done. A auick glance told Wild that
the papers would surely be consumed. But to
make sure of it he suddenly raised his foot and
brought his heel down upon the burning packet,
sending it deep into the red-hot coals of the fire.
"Now then," he said, in German, as well as he
could talk it, "I reckon you can go ahead and do
what you like."
.
He folded his arms across his ibreast, and the
moment he did so two J>airs of hands seized him
and he was hurried back to the general's quarters. There was much excited talk, and then the
general came out, looking rather ugly, for · no
doubt he t _d iust about retired before he was
disturbed.
"General," Wild said, as he pushed his way farward, "this is an outrage, as I told you before."
But no attention was paid to what he said, for
a lieutenant, who had witnessed the burning of
the' papers, hurriedlv explained to the general as
much as he knew about it.
"A spy, eh?" the general · said, looking very
fierce.
"No, general, I am strictly neutral. I am not
a spy. If you will give me a chance I will tell
you just what the papers were tliat were burned
by me."·
At that moment there was auite a commotion a
little further away. Then as Wild looked in the
direction it came from he saw all the soldiers
auickly line up and remove their helmets. A
young man attired in the full uniform and regalia of a general was approarhing.
"The Crown Prince, Frederick Wilhelm/' came
from the .e :eneral's li-ps, as he auickly stood erect
and posed in tTue military fashion.
Those who had been holding him had removed
their hands from his person, so Wild was free to
move. He thought quickly, and when the Crown
Prince was yet ten feet from him he thrust his
hand in the pocket that contained the precious
royal document and auickly drawing it forth, hurried to meet the heir to the German throne.
"Your Royal Highness," he said, doffing his hat
and at the same time holding forth the valued
document, "please read this. I am in trouble
here. I am the American who brought the big
Wild West show to Europe from America, and I
have had the pleasure of shaking hands with your
father, the eminent ruler of the German Empire."
"So?" the Crown Prince said, somewhat astonished. "I have never had the pleasure of witnessing the Wild West performance, but hope to
later on, should the wonderful American show
remain in our empire until this little war is over."
"Read that paper," Wild said hurriedly. "Don't
listen to a word that is said to you until you have
read it."
The general and two members of his staff were
already close to the Crown Prince, the former
waitin.J.? for a chance to say something. But Freel-
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erick Wilhelm imperatively wav~d him aside, and
then calling for one of the soldiers to bring a
lantern to him, he unfolded the paper The lantern was auickly forthcoming, and he must have
read every word of it, for it took him some time
to do so. Having finished it, he carefully folded
the paper, and handing it back to the young deadshot, said:
"That document is genuine. Now please inform
me why you are here, and apparently in trouble."
"I will do that in a very few words, your Royal
Hig;hness," Wild answered.
Then he auickly related how he had been helping the Red Cross in the citv the Germans had
lately been driven from, and how he had come in
possession of certain papers that a female spy had
dropped upon the floor of the hospital. Not once
did the Crawn Prince ask a question, but the expression of his face kept changing until there was
a look of wonderment on it. Wild even told him
that the papers contained .information that would
prove of great value to the German commanders,
especially to himself. But when he came to the
point where he burned them, the face of Frederick
Wilhelm suddenly grew dark, and the young deadshot knew that he was very angry.
· "Why did you burn the papers?" came the
query, as the Crown Prince leaned over close to
Wild's ears.
"Because," was the reply, while the eyes of
the young deadshot flashed, "I am not taking sides
in this war. I am a true American, and have no
choice in the matter as to who should win. In ·
the first place, those papers were obtained in a
dishonest way, and in the second, if I gave them
to you, or to one of your officers or men, I would
be a traitor not only to my country, but to myself."
For a moment the heir to the German throne
looked at him with something like anger. Then
his face underwent a quick change, and a moment
later admiration shone fr9m his eyes.
"Young Wild West." he said fervently, "I extend you the opportunity to' shake hands with me,
the son of the great and noble Kaiser."
"I appreciate the opportunity, and I sincerely
wish you good luck," was the reply, and then the
hands of the two met in a hearty clasp.
Considerably abashed, the general stood waiting to be recognized by his chief superior. But
no such thing happened. The Crown Prince paid
no attention to anyone but Young Wild West just
then.
"Come with me," he said suddenly, as he motioned the guards to step aside.
"One moment, please," Wild said. "One of my
partners is with me, as I have already informed
JOU. May he not have the same privilege as I?"
"Certainly. Bring him here," and then a moticin of the high dignitary's sword caused an officer to hurrv to where Charlie was still sitting,
wrought 'to a nervous pitch over what had happened to the young deadshot.
"What in thunder does this mean?" he said,
\Vhen he was ordered to follow the guard.
But the question was in his own langua_ge, and .
no reply was made.
"How about it. Wild?" he asked, as he came up
to where his dashing young leader was standing
with the Crown Prince.
"I reckon it's all right, Charlie," was the reply.
"'Let me introduce you to Emperor Willi.elm's son
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heir, Crown Prince F•ederick Wilhelm, who
is m command of the army in these parts."
"How are vou, Mr. Prince?" Charlie said, at the
same time breathing a sigh of relief. "I'm mighty
glad to meet you. If you're anything like your
old man, I reckon your'e all right."
It must have been that the Crown Prince had
a strong sense of humor, for he laughed lightly,
and then gripped Charlie by the hand. "I presume you are a typicai American," he
said. "I have read much of that wonderful country, especially of the Western part of it.''
"I reckon I'm an American all right, Mr.
Prince. There may be some that's beter than I
am, but blamed if I ever set eyes on 'em yet.
What in thunder are we bein' kept here for? We
was jest lookin' around to see how things was,
when we happened to tumble in a blamed old cellar on the other side of the river, an' then the
first thing we knowed some of your fool soldiers
grabbed us an' tied our hands an' gagged us.
Then thev chucked us in a boat an' broug\lt us
over here. I"m dead sartin that we ain't done
nothin' that's wrong, an', another thing, my young
pard here h~s a paper from your old man, which
oughter make it plain to you that we're all right."
The Crown Prince was actually laughing now.
The blunt, earnest wav of the scout was probably
the sort of talk he had never heard before in his
whole life. Yet it did not offend him. The fact
that his father, the great emperor of the German
Empire, was dubbed as his "old man" was quite
enough to offend his dignity, but yet it did not.
"You Americans are peculiar," he said. "come
.
with me. I want to talk with you."
As they turned to go away the general who had
in
informed Wild that he had witnessed the show
Berlin stepped forward and asked permission to
speak to the Crown Prince. But a wave of the
hand told him that the request would not be
gr.anted, so reluctantly he turned and retraced his
steps to the rather crude auarters he was temporarily occupying. But if his quarters were not
the best, certainlv the Crown Prince was similarly ; ··
stationed. The hurried retreat had not given
them much chance to fit up anything like luxurious quarters. However, Frederick Wilhelm, even
though he was heir to the throne, was a very
democratic young man, and quite used to hardships, since he had entered the army when rather
young, and was used to the rather rough soldiers
he was continuallv compelled to associate with.
His tent had been pitched a little aloof from the
other tents that auartered the different officers,
and as he approached it a line of guards formed
on either side, saluting with bared heads. But he
paid no attention to them, and pushing aside the
flap of the tent, invited Wild and Charlie to enter.
An oil lamp was burning inside, but there was
nothing but blankets upon the ground for them to
sit upon. However, when they were invited to sit
down they lost no time in doing so.
"Now then," Frederick Wilhelm said, as he
lighted a cigar, "I want you to repeat your story,
and go into details."
"I will do that, your Royal Highness," Wild answered quickly, and then without wasting any
time, he started in and related about everything
that had happened since he came in possession of
the papers Madame Pauli had dropped in the hospital."
"I can't but admire the stand you have taken
in the matter," Frederick Wilhelm said, when~
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concluded. his 1narrative. "Still, I would and see what Wild and Charlie are up to.· Seems
have given much to have
obtained possession of pretty lonesome around here, after so much noise
those pa1iers."
all day long."
"Do you lmow anything about the woman spy?"
"Vellv muchee lonesome, Misler Jim," the
Wild asked, looking at him sharply.
Chinaman answered. "Me likee
"No, I do not. Of course certain officers under so me havee lillee fun, so be." findee st>methling
me are looking after such matters. It is not for
"Fun, eh? I am sure I am not in the humor for
me to even take part in any of them. The fact is fun just now. The mere thought
of what .is lying
I feel that I : can't interfere in your behalf, and all around me makes me feel rather
gloomy. But
if the general has ordered that you shall remain it can't be helped. It is war, and I suppose
it will
here until morning before an examination can be have to go on to the finish."
made, it will have to be that way."
"Maybe lat light, Misler Jim."
"That's too bad.'' Wild declared. "My other
The two then turned their steps in the direcpartner and our Chinese servant will be dismayed tion. Wild and the scout had gone. They
came to
when they are unable to find us. They will never the door of the foundation of the ruined building
think that we were caught-and brought across the and peered in. Of course they could see nothing,
river, for when we left them they were well be- for it was as dark as pitch. . But not a sound
hind the 1·uins of a big stone building, and unless could they hear, either.
they left there right away and looked out upon
"Hello!" Jim calledf out softly.
the river, they couldn't have possibly known that
There was no reply. ·
we were conveyed across in the boat."
"Hello!' he repeated, this time a little louder.
"I am sorry, like yourself, but it must be as I
But still there was no answer.
have 8aid. ;However, you can rest assured that
"Hop," said Dart, turning to the Chinaman, "I
~ you shall have the Jibertv of the immediate camp.
reckon they did not go in here. Most likely
For that matter, I will · give you permission to went on around to the edge of the water." they
sleep right near mv auarters."
"Lat light, Misler Jim. We findee velly muchee
"There can't nothin' be done then so that we auickee." •
ki:r:i git to the other side of the river an' let the
Jim did not want to call out loudly, for he might
gals know that we're all right?" Charlie asked.
be heard by prowlers, so he simply followed Hop
The Crown Prince shook his head, and then as over the debris to the edge
of the water. If the
if to change the sub.iec.t, he offered them each a abutmept of the ruined bridge
had not been in
cigar, which they of course accepted.
the way the two must
have .seen the boat
"Never mind, Charlie," Wild said, smiling at Wild was a prisoner in. surely
for it had not yet reached
the scout. "It isn't so bad, after all. We are go- the other, side. But they
were entirely unaware
ing to spend the night as a guest of the Crown of anything like that. so continued
search, exPrince, and I am sure that is a thing that hap- pecting to come upon the two atthe
any moment.
pens to very few Americans."
But when five minutes had elapsed since they left
"All right, Wild. I ain't sayin' nothin'. Let the dead horse Jim became very axious.
.
her go. It won't be the.. first time we've been kept
"Where can they be, Hop?" he said, turning to
away all night witliout the _gals knowin' where we the clever Chinee. ·
.
was."
"Velly stlange," was the reply: "Maybe, Misler
Though he was in auite a talkative mood, Fred- Charlie allee samee
wantee foolee me."
erick Wilhelm, the heir to the si::i:eat German
"But he would not try to fool me. Hop. I am
- 'throne, never once mentioned anything about the going
to take the risk of calling for them."
burning of the papers again. He chatted freely,
Then he raised his voice a little and called out:
and Wild soon found himself more than willing
"Hey, Wild! Hey, Charlie!"
to tell of some of his experiences, both in Europe
The expected answer did not come.
and America. The result was that midnight ar"Something has happened to them, and you can
rived almost before anv of them kn.ew it. Then bet on it, Hop!" Jim exclaimed, as he turned
to
when he suddenly realized that it was time to get look along the edge
of the water.
some sleep, knowing full well that the battle
But look as he might, he could see nothing of
would be renewed when daylight came, the Crown · the missing two. They 'had disappeared......
.::had
Prince bade them good-night. Wild and Charlie been
up as if by magic, it might be
were given a couple of blankets, and quickly said. swallowed
Jim
was
spreading th~m under an adjacent tent that was certainly thoughtverv much worried, while Hop
occupied by some of the Royal Guards, they lay fun, as he called it.no more about having some
down and soon fell asleep.
"We havee lookee plentv more, so be, Misler
Jim," the Chinaman said, after the two stood for
a full minute in silence.
"That's right," was the reply. "Come on. The/
CHAPTER VIII.-A Fruitless Search for the
certainly can't be verv far away. But it ma'.'¢ be
Missing Two.
that they have fallen into some hole and possibly
have been killed. There is no end of death traps
Jim Dart and Hop Wah soon discovered that it among· these ruins. I came near stepping into
was the carcass of a horse they had stumbled one myself a few minutes ago."
upon in the dark. Probably they would not have
"Me, too, Misler Jim. But me lookee velly
stopped to examine it had not Jim, having struck muchee sharp, so be."
his foot against something that he knew was flesh,
Then for a solid half hour the two searched for
thought it might be the body of a soldier. The the missing young deadshot and Cheyenne
CharlioJ"se was earlv buried under the debris that was lie. But it availed them nothing, and finally they
strewn about near the wrecked building.
were forced to acknowledge that they were beaten,
"Well, Hop," Jim said, after they had remained and that the two had met with an accident, de~ere foi· about five minutes, "suppose we will go
priving them of the means of letting it be known
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what had happened. Finally Jim decided that
they might as well sit down and wait, for it might
be that they had proceeded on down the river bank
and would return. For nearly an hour the two
sat in the shadow of the ruins near the abut ment
of the destroyed bridge. The fires on the opposite
side of the river graduallv went out, showing
that the German soldiers were retiring to rest, so
they might be fresh to renew the contest in the
morning. It was the same along the lines of the
allied forces. All was very quiet. Jim had
·
grown quite nervous.
"How," he said. "I hate to go back and let the
girls know of this. What will they think of it,
anyhow?"
"Lev thlinkee vellv muchee stlange, so be, Misler Jim. Misler Wild and Misler Charlie walkee
away, and len we lookee in fivee minutes and no
findee, so be."
"I really don't know what to do, Hop."
"We waitee light here, so be."
"I reckon that's about the best thing we can
do. We'll stay here until it grows daylight."
Having decided to do thi:s, they looked about for
some sort of a hiding-place, so thev would be safe
in case soldiers came that way. The minutes went
slowly, and the two became more restless as the
night advanced. Three times they left the place
they had selected to hide in and renewed the
search for the missing two. But it availed them
nothing. When it lacked about an hour of dawn
Jim turned to the Chinaman and said:
"Hop, I reckon we had better go and tell the
girls about it. Arietta has more than once been
able to suggest something that has helped along
bad cases we have been up against."
There was no delav about their leaving, so t:Rey
soon were walking quickly along the road. When
they came to the lines of the English forces · Jim
advanced cautiously and then called out to one
of the guards to let him know who he was. But
it happened that the guard did not know that anyone had passed that way, and this caused a delay
of several minutes. But finally they got on
through, and then reached their lodging house j n
the City just as dawn was breaking. As Jim expected, the girls had not retired. He quickly related all about the mysterious disappearance of
Wild and Charlie, and then a sked Arietta for adice. The girl was quite calm, even though she
ad been astounded to hear such news. But the
act that thev had remained away all night was
enough to convince her that something had gone
wrong.
"Jim," she said, speaking slowly and with deliberation, "there is only one conclusion tbat I can
draw."
"What is that?" Dart asked eage_rly.
"Thev have been taken prisoners by either the
Germans or the French."
The boy shook his head .
.._ "I can h ardlv think that .Arietta," he answered.
"If such wer e the case Wild would easily have got
them to set them free."
"But possiblv some officer got hold of them who
refused to listen or even look at the papers Wild

~

has."
"That may be. But how could such a thing
happen when we were so close to them? I am
sure there wasn't a sound that would indicate
that anyone was prowling about, much less looking for the chance to take prisoners."
"VArv well. .Jim. I shall heln find t}lem. We

have been instructed to go down to the river to be
on duty at .sunrise, for everyone seems to think
that there is going to be some terrific fighting today. We mav as well go now."
It was daylight bv the time the Red Cross members arrived at the river. The sun was just rising
· in the east. and it gave promise of being a fine
day. But if anyone had been there at that moment and thought anything like this his mind
would have been changed instantly, for the sun
had scarcely showed itself when a heavy cannon
boomed from the side of the river where the big
German armv was.located. They had opened fire
at a three-mile range, hoping to shell the allies
out of the trenches. Probably half a minute
elapsed before anything further happened. Then
a terrific roar sounded. and the bombardment had
begun. Of course the firing was answered by the
French and English, so there was no question but
that what probably meant another day of .terrific
slaughter was already in progress.
But Jim Dart paid little or no attention to the
sounds of the battle. It was daylight now, and he
wanted to make a thorough search of the ruins
near the bridge abutment. Hop went with him,
and naturallv the first plac~ they went to was
around the corner of the stone foundation where
they had last seen Charlie and Jim. They came
to the door as thev had done in the darkness the
night before. :Bilt this time when they peered in.
thev saw the cellar beneath, and the outlet from
it that opened right into the river. Waves were
lapping inside for a distance of three or four feet,
and noticing this, Jim dropped down into the cellar and ran to the spot.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "Coroe here, Hop."
"Allee light. Misler Jim," and the Chinaman
was auickl:v at his side.
"I think I know what must have happened .last
night," Jim went on exeitedly. "Charlie and Jim
may have fallen into the cellar. The11 possibly
they tried to escape bv means of the river. But,
Hop," and he shook b.is head sadly, "if they did
that thev were probably dl'owned. Something '
may have fallen upon them and injured them s~
thev were unable to swim."
"No, Misler Jim," Hop declared gravely.
"Somethling no fallee on lem. We no hear, you
lemember."
"That's right, too. We heard no sounds. But
possibly it could have happened just the same, for
we were well .around to the other side of this
building."
But Hop again shook his head. H e felt certain
that no such thing had ~ppened. There was no
possible place in the cellar where they might look
for the missing two. even if thev were dead, so
Jim and Hop quickly left it and returned to where
the girls were waiting for them. When Arietta
heard a bout the cellar a nd that there wa s an outlet to the river from it, she gave a JJ.od and said:
"Just as I said when you returned this morning. They_have been captur ed. Was it not pos~
sible that there might ha ve been some soldiers in
that cellar when they enter ed the building?"
"Quite possible, Arietta. But we surely heard
no sound that would indicate anything like a
struggle."
"Let us go and look the ground over."
The girl was remarkably cool,. and Jim brigh~
ened up considerablv as he noticed it. First he
took them to where he and Hop had stopped to dili
aside the debris where they had discovered t.he
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dead horse, and then on around the corner of the
ruins to the door. As thev reached the corner of
the building Ariett::-. turned and looked back at
the spot where they had been when Wild and·
Charlie left them.
"Jim," she said decisively, "a struggle could
easily have taken place in this cellar without you
and Hop hearing it. You must remember that
it is below the surface of the ground, and there's
so much in the way of rocks, timbers and other
stuff lying between. Depend upon it, Wild ·and
Charlie came in here. and whether they fell into
the cellar or got into it purposely, they left by
means of that opening to the river."
"You may be rigl!.t. and I'm inclined to think
you are. But such being the case, where did they
fto?"
"That is for us to find out, Jim. Probably
there may have been German scouts from the
a:i::my on the other side of the river prowling
around here at the time."
But Dart could hardly believe this. However,
he was willing to let the girl have her own way,
so reluctantlv thev climbed out of the cellar and
made their wav back to the party that was still
waiting. The little flatboat that had been selected to take them across the river lay about a
Quarter of a mile further up and almo<:t directly
between the firing lines of the opposing army.
But the Red Cross flag was looked upon to protect them, so thev all made their way along and
reached the boat. Once they were aboard it was
-pushed off by the men in charge, and then across
the river it was paddled, the big red cross upon
the white background flying conspicuously. Our
friends were so used to the heavy cannonading
by this time that they could easily converse while
it was in progress.
But it was little they wanted to say just then,
for they were all gloomv over the strange disap-pearance of Wild and the scout. The place they
were going: to make their temporary quarters had
been selected in advance, and once the boat
grounded on the shore, all hands quickly left it,
and taking the articles they had brought with
them, they hurried to it. It was a deserted house
that was nearly hidden behind a bank, and between the broken lines of the German army,
where a steep hill forced it to split. This was
quite near the highway that ran on across the
border into Germany. With the big mass of earth
that the natural hillside formed to protect them,
it would be almost impossible for a shell to strike
the house, so the Red Cross party would be quite
safe. Boom, boom, boom! They heavy cannonading continued. For over an hour there was
scarcely a let-up in it, but then it gradually
ceased. Doctor Blake, who was with the party,
ventured outside and looked across the river,
using a powerful field-glass. He remained there
about five minutes. and then came hurrying: back.
"Here, Mr. Dart." he said, "go out and take a
look. There is going: to be a fierce time now, I
am sure."
Jim seized the glass and ran outside to a little
elevation. As he turned it across the river he saw
the lines of the allies pushing: toward the river
on a run. There were tl1ousands of them, and
more could be seen coming all the time. Suddenly
the Algerian cavalrv · appeared almost directly
across the river before him. As they started to
force their horses to the water the Highlanders
showed up a couple of hundred yards above them.
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Jim knew pretty well that the heavy guns of the
Germans could hardlv be trained upon the river,
at least not very soon.
· The first fire went over the heads of the advancing forces, but the second did considerable
damage. However, the lines closed up ipunediately, and on they came. Then all along: the
river as far as he could see the infantry was moving. Floats and pontoon bridges that were hastily
put into plav were being used. Meanwhile, the
lone line of Germans was keeping up a witherig
fire, and with awful results, too. · But the allied
forces outnumbered them, and on they came, with
a grim determination to win at all hazards. But
a clever movement on the part of the Crown
Prince, as our friends afterward learned, turned ·
the tide against the brilliant attack of the allies.
A force of thirty thousand suddenlv swooped up
and joined in repelling the attack. Back the allies
were forced, and as Jim looked af the water in the
river he could see that it was red in many places,
while horses and men were disappearing from the
surface all the time. Fascinated at the awful
scene, the bov remained there until he felt a touch
upon his arm, and looking around, he found
Young Wild West's sweetheart there.
"Let me see, Jim," the girl said, her face very
_
·.
pale.
The bov handed her the glass. But she only
t~ok a momentarv look. and handing it back to
him, turned and hurried down the hill. Jim followed her.
"Hop," he said. as he met the Chinaman, "the
French and English will never cross the riv!l1"
today."
CHAPTER IX.-The Crown Prince's Gratitude.
It was little sleeping that Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie did, even though they
knew they were quite safe and would surely be
permitted to go their way in the morning. What
bothered them the most was the worriment they
knew their friends would b~ put to. The long
night passed, and daylight came.
Then the sun showed itself and the battle began, as has already been told. There was no
chance to have a _hearing befori; t!"ie necessary
officer, so they m1gh.t get perm1ss1on to leave.
The Crown' Prince had assumed full charge of
the German army. and was riding here and there
fea:rlessly exposing himself almost continually'.
Bemg non-combatants, Wild and Charlie were unable to take part if they so desired.
They really had no choice in the matter, so
watched what was going on nervously, all the
while hoping for the r.hance to get away. It was
nearly two hours after the battle started in for
the day, when Wild saw Frederick Wilhelm riding toward them on his splendid charger. The
Crown Prince recognized them, and he seemed
t~ fo;rget for the mome~t what was required of
him m the way of lookmg after his forces, for
he brought his horse to a halt, and called out:
. "_~ou have ~ot yet joined the Red Cross, a
d1v1s1on of which has come over the river to
·
aid our wounded."
"No,.your Royal Highness," Wild answered.
"Well, you shall be permitted to leave at once.
Ah, here comes the officer who can dismiss you."
Much to -their joy, the two saw the general
who had taken charge of them the night before
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approaching on his horse, probably to receive An explosion sounded within a hundred yards of
instructions from his royal commander. A few them, and as our friends looked they saw a house
words · from the Crown Prince, and ~he general that was located near the river bank fairly depromptly dismissed the two who were on parole, molished.
A shell from one of the French field-piedes did
he declaring that no inquiry was necessary, since
the commander of the army wanted them to have the work. It seemed to be all fighting with the
artillery now, for there was really no chance for
their liberty.
This satisfied Frederick Wilhelm greatly, the infantry to use their rifles. Suddenly a horseprobably because he felt that he had not over- man was seen riding down the line before the
stepped the rights of the officer under him by muzzles of the big cannon. It was the Crown
ordering the release of Young Wild West and Prince. He was waving his sword and urging
Cheyenne Charlie without first consulting him. the infantry to advance closer to the river.
A small detachment responded, and as they
Wild detained the Crown Prince long enough to
ask him where they would find the Red Cross dashed out into the open a terrific fire opened
people. A )erk of the thumb in the direction of from the other side, and they fell right and
the temporary quarters was all he received, and left. But that was not all. The Crown Prince
then Frederick Wilhelm dashed away to give was seen to waver in the saddle, and then as anorders to the generals and officers under him as other volley was fired his horse went down, throwing him healing to the ground.
to the way the fighting should be continued.
"Come Oif, you Red Cross fellows!" Young Wild
The young deadshot and his partner hurried
back into a patch of woods, and finding a path West called out, so:rqewhat excitedly. "There is
ran swiftly along until they saw the broad high- work for us to do. "Never mind the bullets."
The Red Cross members were afraid to venture
way before them. But at the left they caught
sight of a house that was built right behind a from the trench. As there came a lull Young
steep hill, and Wjhen they caught a glimpse of the Wild West sprang out and quickly picked up
Red Cross flag · that was :flying from it, they the Wounded Crown Prince. Back to the German
lines he ran with his burden.
actually shouted from the delight they felt.
The German soldiers who were able to recognize
It was impossible for any one in the house
or outside of it to hear the shout because of the • their royal leader grew so excited that they forgot
din of the battle, but it happened just then that all about the fighting and crowded around. But
Arietta; who had just come back from the little Wild waved them back, and his commanding attihill after taking a look through the field-glass, tude had great effect. A general and a captain
appeared in the doorway. She could scarcely be- appeared quickly on the scene, and wanted to
lieve the evideffce of her own eyes when she saw take charge.
"Hold on there!" the young deadshot said, in
the two who had been missing all night hurryhis cool and easy way. "I reckon I have got
•
ing to the house.
"Wild, Wild!" she shouted, and then she rushed charge of the Crown Prince. I am going to see
out to meet him, and a few se~onds later was to it that he is attended to right away, too."
Then the wounded man was placed upon a
clasped in the young deadshot's arms.
After the first attempt to cross the river the litter and hurried well back to the cover of the
allies seemed content to remain where they were, woods. It fell to the lot of Arietta and Madame
and satisfied themselves with trying to shell the Pauli to look after him. Really the wouna was
Germans out of their trenches. Charlie and Jim but a slight one, though the fact that it bad been
had eaten nothing since the night before, and inflicted upon his Royal Highness, the Crown
a little after noon, when there came a lull in Prince of the German Empire, no doubt made
the battle, they were glad to get some steaming it seem terrible to the soldiers and general.
Doctor Blake quickly took charge, and in fifteen
hot coffee with cold meat and bread. Having satitfied their appetites, they went at w<>Tk again, minutes Frederick Wilhelm was resting quite comfortably, though unable to get up and lead the
and for the next hour were kept pretty busy.
fighting. After a while the wounded Prince was
They had worked their way well along the
conveyed to the house that had been selected
first line of the German infantry, and soon came
in sight of something that seemed appalling. One as a temporary quarters for the Red Q:oss during their stay in that vicinity, and then he was
of the monster Krupp , guns had been brought in
from the rear and was being placed in position made more comfortable still.
Arietta could not help noticing that Madame
so it would hurl its deadly missiles upward and
Pauli was inclined to linger near the side of . the
permit them to drop upon the foe at the opposite
wounded man, so she decided to keep a watch
side of the river.
Our friends had never been quite close to one upon her. It happened that the doctor left him
of these awful engines of death when it was in for a while to look after an important case, and
operation, and while Jim went along a little there being no one there at the moment, Madame
further and somewhat to the rear, Wild and Pauli quickly slipped in and pretended to arrange
Charlie got into a trench near the men, so they the bandage that had been placed about the
might watch it work. With them were Doctor wound.
Arietta •was watching her, though the nurse
Blake and three other members of the Red Cross.
In a very few minutes the heavy piece was spy was not aware of it. When the girl saw her
ready for action. Then a thunderous report actually feeling into tpe pockets of the Crown
sounded as the first missile was hurled directly Prince's coat, which was hanging near him, she
upward. Wild and Charlie watched as they saw leaped forward suddenly, and pulling a revolver,
the shell come down. But it went wild, and when exclaimed:
"Stop that, you traitress! We know who and
it exploded not a bit of damage was done, any
what you are."
nore than to set a small outbuilding that beFrederick Wilhelm was perfectly conscious, and.
OD.i:ed to a house a half a mile away on fire. Bang!
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when he saw what was going on. and heard the
girl's voice, he half arose from the couch he was
resting· upon.
"Don't get excited," Arietta said to him. "This
woman is a spy, one of your own spies, too. But
I can't understand why she should want to take
anything from your coat."
Another nurse came in just then, and as
Arietta stood covering the woman with her revolver, she gave a scream and then hurriedly
took her departure, notifying every one she saw
· that something awful was taking place inside.
The result was that several came in, among them
being Wild, Charlie and Jim.
Madame Pauli was as pale as death now. But
Wild had no pity for her, and in his cool and
easy way he quickly told her how he had picked
up the package ot papers she had dropped in the
hospital, 'and what had become of them. The
(:rown Prince, somewhat feverish, but thoroughly
conscious, listened to it all.
"Ask her," he said to Wild, "what she was
doing with my coat."
·
The question being put to her, the woman answered that she was simply going to place a
paper in it, so he might find it a little 1ater.
She proved this, too, when she produced the
paper, which she had failed to put in the coat
pocket because of Arietta's quick action. The
paper being examined was found to be one that
contained informatio n that was valuable to the
German forces.
- An orderly was dispatched to one of the generals, and when he returned Madame Pauli was
placed in his charge. But of course, our friends
knew she would not be punished for what she
had done, for she had simply been doing her best
to assist the operations of the Germans. However, the Crown Prince appeared to think that
the American boy was the greatest person he
had ever met.
"Young .Wild West," he said a little later,
as the boy was sitting at his side, "I owe you a
debt of gratitude, and to pay it I am going to
have the emperor, my father, present you with
an iron cross."
Wild thanked him, and then after shaking
hands, wished him a speedy recovery. Then a
day or two later, when they were quite comfortably located at Nancy our friends, having
decided that they could no longer remain there,
even if it was to help the Red Cross, mounted
their horses and were ready to leave the town.
They went around to the hospital, of cours.e, so
they might bid those they had become acquamted
with gooq-by.
Madame Pauli was not there, nor had she been
heard from since the time the Crown P rince received his wound in battle.. Doctor Blake, of
course, knew all about her treachery, but he
made no comment, other than to congratulat P the
young deadshot for having burned the papers
when he would have really been justified in giving them up to his captors.
.
· "It might have made a whole lot of difference
in the fight that was taking place here for a few
days " he declared. "But it's all right, and I
am glad that you saved the Crown Prince, for
I believe him to be a man of honor, and that
be will keep his word in paying the debt of
gratitude he owes to you."
"That's all right, doc," the young deadshot
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said, in his cool and easy way. " If I get one
of those iron cro.sses I suppose I'll have something t o put away among the large number of
souvenirs I have at home. That's about all it
will amount to, for certainly I don't want to
make myself appear like one who is aping the
ruler of Germany. An iron cross is all right,
but the Red Cross is a lot better for the good it
is doing."
Next week's issue will contain, "YOUNG
WILD WEST AND THE SERVIAN S; OR,
THE SHOT THAT SAVED A GENERAL ."
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habited by man. I had entered the forest perhaps three hundred feet, and had my eyes on the
watch ahead, when I felt a crash, everything turned dark, and the next thing I knew I opened my
eyes to find half a dozen natives about me, while
We were working up the Gulf of Bengal, after a I was lying on the ground, bound hand and foot.
long run from Liverpool, in a leaky and short- I had been carried some distance while insensible,
handed old brig called the Plover, when our water and my mates were bound also. . Pretty soon sevgave out to the last quart. We were hoisting out eral natives left the party.
the last cask when some af the tackle broke, and
I had received a cruel blow, which had given:
it fell with a smash, and there we were, thirty me a bad scalp wound and covered me with blood.
miles to the west of the northernmost point of My head throbbed and ached until I cared little
Sumatra, with hardly enough water aboard to what was going on, but the men were noting every •
movement of the natives, and after a bit one of
dampen a man's tongue.
them figured out the situation and said:
I was chief mate of. the Plover, and while I
could not openly sympathize with the crew, nor
"Mr. Jordan, the fellows who went away on the
openly condemn the owners for their avarice, I
run have gone to secure help. These chaps eviendeavored to alleviate the situation by refusing dently think the brig is a trader, and loaded with
to work the men except when work was a neces- muskets and .tnnkets, and as soon as reinforcesity.
ments arrive they'll make an attempt to capture
When the accident happened which deprived us her."
of our last ~II of water, the captain was for
The captain, cook, three men and a boy were
standing until we could signal some vessel and all the crew aboard, and I did not believe there
secure a cask, but after we had talked the matter was a single firearm left. A dozen natives could
over he concluded, especially as the wind was fair, put off in our yawl and capture the br~g without
r
·
to run for Banjo Island.
the loss of a man. There was a mat covering, the
It was in the afternoon that we ran short of doorway of our hut, but no guard outside. The
water. It was after 9 o'clock next morning when whole crowd was so near that the:re was no need
we came to anchor in a small Qay on the west side of a sentry. I was standing beside the men, lookof Banjo Island, about half a mile from the shore. ing through a crevice between the bamboos when
We fired off a musket half a dozen times, got two the natives drew closer together to examine' somecasks overboard and then waited to see if the thing in the box. It might have been a bullet or
natives would not come out to us. The promise, a button. Whatever it was, their curiosity was
of three or four ship's spikes would have induced highly excited, but they had scarcely got their
a score of natives to fill the casks. After an heads together when there was a great flash and
hour's waiting no one had appeared, and the cap- a s-w-i-s-h I followed by the discharge of the two
tain concluded that the island was not inhabited. muskets. In my grogy state I shouldn't have
I was instructed to take the yawl and two men lrnown what had occurred until too late to take
ahd tow one of the casks ashore and fill it. A advantage of it, but the two men were quickoareful survey of the be.ach with the ship's glass witted fellows, and the echoes of the muskets
had located a spot where a fresh-water stream had not yet died away when one of them shouteda,
"Now's our time! Out we go!"
seemed to empty into the sea, and that was the
point I was to make for. As the boat was lowOur hands were tied in front of us. The two
ered away the captain said:
men went out ahead of me, and I fell down as
"Mr. Jordan, I've heard that the natives in I cleared the hut. I was up in a couple ~ seconds,.
these parts a.re a bad lot. While this place seems however, ahd as I pushed my way through the
to be clear of them, they may be lying in ambush smoke I knew from the groans and screams that
to surprise you. You had best take a couple of a number of the natives were badly injured. I
muskets along for use in case you are attacked, suppose a round dozen of them were burned by
and we'll throw some things into the boat for the powder, and perhaps one or two of them were
barter, if they are ~riendly and want to trade."
killed or wounded by the muskets. I was nca
As I was busy getting the boat down and a line sooner clear of the cloud than I was also clear
around one of the casks I did not notice what he of the villages, and as I ran for our boat I tugged
put into the boat. On the way ashore I over- at my bonds and loosened them. In a minute or
hauled the stuff, however, and found a dozen iron two I had my hands free, and as I crashed
hoops, eight spikes and a lot of trinkets. There through the woods I overtook one of the sailor&.
was no fixed ammunition . for the muskets, but His wrists were tied with a bark rope, and I had
some of the men had put in a tin . box in which it .clear in half a minute. The other man ~
there were bullets, percussion caps, and powder- neither saw nor heard. The natives were still
at least a couple of pounds of the last. It was a yelling and whooping, and we had a start of ~
box brought from a locker in the cabin. I loaded or three minutes. Sailors are not supposed to bl!i
the muskets on the way in, and had hardly fin- good runners, but the way the pair of us tow
ished when we were at the beach. As there was through the woods would have done credit to prono surf, we ran the boat upon. the sand to the fessional runners. We struck the beach wi~
right of a small rivulet, which cut its way through 200 feet of the yawl, which lay as we had left hex\
the beach to the sea. The glass had not deceived with nothing gone but the muskets and trinkets.
us. Here was fresh water, and }}ere we coulcl and in two minutes more we were afloat. We had
fill the cask without trouble. The two sailors a close shave of it on both sides of us. The
were laughing and joking as they filled the cask, captain had suspected what was up, and hacl .
the woods echoing the notes of birds, and I had weighed anchor, and was making sail as 1"i
come to the conclusion that the island was unin- heaved the boat into the water.

On Banjo Island ·
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The fire chief then gave Fred two hundred dol·
lars and withdrew
out like a milrigged
Fred,
twelve
half-past
At
r
o
lionaire's -son, arrived at, the South Station in a
The Case of the Boss of Boston
cab.
He was all ready for business now.
Of course he had seen Sam Stark, and posted
as to the last interview with the Boss of
him
N
ELLISO
By DICK
Boston.
Sam's directions were to go ahead, and that he
try to be on hand.
would
Story)
(A Serial
He was rather vexed to find that Fred could
not tell him at what hotel in New York he exCHAPTE R XXI.
pected to put up, but even detectives have to take
things as they come.
Off for New York with Cassie.
· Fred had scarcely entered the s~tion when: he
found the fire chief alon~ide of him.
With Bradlev was the Waltham girl, and her
The wisdom of Sam Stark's decision to send
Fred to another room was demonstr ated next get-up was in the same style as Fred's.
morning, for as early as halfpast six our hero · There was no ostentatio us display, but any one
was awakened by someone pounding on his door, might have been excused for putting down "Miss
and when he called out to know what was wanted Long," as the girl was introduce d to F'red, as the
he was informed that Mr. Bradley wanted to see daughter of some wealthy Bostonian .
"Now," said Bradley, "you two want to get achim right away.
"Show him up," replied Fred, and he jumped ~uainted and to be friends. Here are the papers
m the case, Fred, and Cassie will tell you just
out of bed and hurried on his clothes.
"Well, I'm on an early journey, you see, Fred," what to do. I can't stop a minute; but you will
remarked the fire chief, as he entered the room. see me in New York. Good-by and good luck."
Boss Bradley was off in a m~nute, leaving Fred
"You want to get a move on. I have come to give
·
and the girl to themselve s.
you a start."
"I'm ready any time," ~eplied Fred. "You
"So you decided to si:o?" asked Cassie, looking
haven't heard anything from Waltham , I sup- Fred full in the eye, "You would not take any
pose."
warning, it seems."
"Yes. It's all right. There,eam e nothing fur"Oh, I can't go back on Mr. Bradley," replied
just
was
fellow
The
ther out of that business.
Fred, lightly. "He has been very kind to me." •
some drunken man, as I thought."
"Has he?"
"Good! It is a relief to know it. Well, what
"Yes, indeed he has."
amt to do?"
"Oh, well •. there is no u se in talking, I suppose.
dropBradley,
said
"I've been thinking it over,"
I see I've sized you up wr_ong, so there is nothing
get
better
Cassie
ping into a chair. "You and
more to be said."
over to New York this afternoon . You will want
"Why should you say anything- more? You are
will
You
night.
more money than I gave you last
in the deal yourself."
gentlea
like
dress
need other dothes. You must
"Enough, " replied Cassie, shortly. "Forget
an. You are a pretty good-look ing fellow, and what I said to you. I know what I have to do,
pass.
will
you
guess
I
if you rig yourself up right,
and I shall do it, that's all."
Here are two hundred dollars more. Right away
"Perhaps you will and perhaps you won't,"
need.
you
g
everythin
after breakfast go and buy
Fred, as he hurried away to buy the tickthought
umbrella.
silk
fancy
a
Get a dress-suit case and
wish I dared to trust you, but it may
only
"I
ets.
you
give
anything
let
Be particula r, now. Don't
warning of yours is a part of the
·
this
that
be
you
have
shoes
of
sort
away. Let me see, what
·
e, after all."
programm
of
pair
a
get
Better
got? Oh, those won't do.
the train had started that
after
until
not
was
It
go
You
too.
cheap,
is
patent leathers. That hat
Cassie spoke to Fred again.
to Bent & Bush, on Washingt on street, and buy a
Her manner now wholly changed.
will
You
expense.
no
five-dolla r derby. Spare
she said, "we may as well get down to
"Come,"
express."
fast
the
go on the one o'clock train,
suppose you ~w something of what
I
business.
dethere?"
get
I
"But what am I to do when
do?"
to
have
we
direcany
me
given
manded Fred. "You haven't
"Not much. I know that we are to meet a
.
tfons about that."
gentlema n named Senor Nohana. That
Brazilian
yet."
is
"I don't know who Cassie
all."
about
is
us
drove
who
girl
the
is
she
"Don't you? Why,
"A man to whom I have been making love by
from the Waltham Station last night. I thought
He has mv picture, and has written me a
letter.
you heard me call her name."
love-lette rs in very bad English.
charming
of
lot
her?"
meet
I
do
Where
"If I did, I forgot.
at the Holland House. I go
him
meet
to
are
We
start
to
there
be
will
I
"At the South Station.
to stop at the Waldorf. We
are
you
and
there,
YOU off."
'l:rre not to be so very well acquainte d-see?"
"And I get the money then?"
"All right. What about the diamonds ?"
"You get the good money right now, and the
"You are supposed to be in the diamond busiNow
station.
the
at
you
other stuff I will give
in Boston. I happen to know that you are in
ness
There
Fred.
man,
busy
prettv
I'm off. I am a
York. We shall call on you, and then it i.a
New
by
End,
South
the
at
down
was a fire last night
you to buy these diamonds if they are gento
up
on
d
commente
been
has
the way, and my absence
uine."
business
to
cloS"e
stick
to
in the papers, so I've got
"Am I to be the judge of that?"
to-day."

Fred and the Fire Chief
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"Decidedly not. You will have to submit the
For the moment Fred's heart almost stopped,
stones to this firm on Maiden Lane. Here's the ' he was so startled.
name on this card."
The detective's "Brace up, Freddy," brought
"And after that I buv if it takes all the money him to his senses again.
·
I have?"
•
"Oh, it's you, is it?" he gasped. "What on
"Yes; be libera:. but don't come to terms too earth--"
suddenly. That, I believe., is all I have to say.''
"Hold up! We must not be seen together here,"
"And where do we see Mr. Bradley?"
broke in Sam. "Jump into the cab, Fred. We
"I can't tell you that. He will turn up at the have got to get right down to business now." ,
right time, though. Y cu needn't worry. He will
"My orders are not to leave the Waldorf," said
never let you get away with those diamonds.''
Fred. "I suppose you know--"
"As if I would try such a thing? As I told you
" 'I know what you told me and a little more.
before, Mr. Bradley has been very kind to me. Who's running this business? Will you do as I
I wouldn't wrong him for the world."
say?"
Cassie shrugged her shoulders.
· Fred followed the detective into the cab, and
"We'll cut ii all out now," she said. "No more they were whirled away.
business. Let us talk of anything else."
"What does this mean?" he asked.
And then, to Fred's surprise, he discovered that
"It means that you are to be introduced to
he had a charming companion, a highly educated Senor Nohana," replied Sam. "You want to be
girl who could talk upon any subject.
posted a bit in your part."
Time flew faster than he had ever known it to.
"Won't it interfere with my part? I_ haven't
He could not say that Cassie had made any had my full inE'tructions yet. I was told not to
particular "effort to fascinate him, and yet fas- budge out of the hotel till I got them."
cinated he certainly was with the girl by the time
"It h: all right, Fred. You need never go back
they reached the Grand Central Station.
there; the game is not to be played exactly the
He longed to confide in her; ·to tell her who he way Alex Bradley has planned it."
really was, and to ask her what she had meant by
"Oh, of course. I am in your hands, Sam."
her warning words.
•
"Certainly you are, and I not only propose to
This, however, was not to be.
take good care of you, but of your interests as
Fred called a cab and ~tarted his fair charge well. This ought to be the day of your triumph,
for the Holland House.
Fred. It will be your work to lure the fire chief
Then taking another himself, he was driven to to his fate."
t.he Waldorf, where he engaged a room.
"I'm ready for that; but say, Sam."
"I'm right in it now," he thought. "Can I car"Well?"
ry this thing through? I must. Come what will,
"Can't you let up on that girl?"
I must tr3p Boss Bradley and have my revenge.''
"Hello!"
"Must she be included in the arrests?"
"Well, she ought to, Fred. She is the daughter
of the notorious Gus Long, one of the most expert
CHAPTER XXII.
counterfeiters in America, who has served his ·ten
years in prison. She is the housekeeper and tool
Sam Stark Springs Another Surprise.
of the gang."
It was a great experience for Fred Fowler, put- for"All the same, I would like to say a good word
her."
ting up at the Waldorf.
"Smitten, eh?"
Of course all this elegance was entirely out of
"I can't say it is exactly tha:t, but--" ·
the boy's line.
something verv much like it. No, Fred, it
No that Fred was caught by the glamor of his is "But
impossible. The girl must be arrested. You
surroundings.
can hold back what vou know about her afterward
He had suffered far too much for that.
you wish. Without your evidence I doubt if
As he watched the gav butterflies of fashion if
she can be held, unless she is fool enough to give
flitting about him, he seemed to realize that all herself
away."
this elegance was but skin deep, and that this
They had reached the Holland House now, and
wonderful displav of wealth did but cover much here
they left the cab and entered the hotel.
wickedness, and in many cases crime.
Sam Stark seemed to be expected.
After he had visited his own room Fred, as
A page came forward to meet him, and with
i;oon as he had stowed away his belongings, went
Fred he was at once conducted to a room on the
back to the office.
He did not dare leave the hotel until he got fourth floor, wher~ thev were ushered into the
wor.d from Cassie, but as this was his first visit presence of a dark, yellow-faced young man of
to New York he was filled with curiosity. He ven- about Fred's own age.
"Senor Nohana, this is the young man I have
tured over to Broadway, and -was surprised to find
the famous street less crowded than his own told you about," said Sam, as soon as the three .
found themselves alone.
Washington street in Boston.
"So? I was please to meet you," replied the
ile stayed but a moment on the corner and then
Brazilian, who appeared to be fairly trembling
started to return.
Before he had gone ten steps a heavy hand was with nervousness. "Dees gentleman he tell me
laid upon his shoulder, and a deep voice hissed in mooch strange tings. I to you do my escape make
don'd it--yes?"
his ear:
Senor N ohana was much mixed in his English.
"Fred Fowler, I arrest you in the name of the
Fred could scarcely follow him.
law!"
,
It was rather -cruel of Sam Stark, for he was
(To be continued.)'
most cleverly di,sguised.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
WINS HOTEL FOR 25 CENTS
The Massachuset ts Federation of Church Societies demanded to-day that the law on lotteries
be invoked against promoters of the transaction
by which Everett Gibbs of Marion became owner
of the Bay View Inn, Kingston,. for 25 cent. Gibbs
bought a ticket which won the seventy-five- yearold hotel at a bazaar of the Plymouth A. 0. H.
E. Talmadge Root, Executive Secretary of the
Federation, directed an appeal for enforcement of
the law to Attorney General Arthur K. Reading,
requesting that immediate action be taken "to enforce the penalty of the law against the promoters
of the lottery by which the inn, valued at $20,000
was won by the holder of a 25 cent ticket."
HUGE HAWK DEFIES GUN
While a large goshawk was seen fiy'ing around
Pigeon Hills in Jackson Township, Pennsylvania ,
apparently looking for its lost mate, the Hills today talked about Edward Miller's experience of
Monday when a huge goshawk assailed him so
:fiercely that he could not fire his gun and had to
use it as a club.
The bird was about to swoop on Mr. Miller's
mnall son when the father grabbed his gun and
dashed out. A fiun;y of talons and wings hit him
.so quickly that he could not point the gun and
had to flail the assailant to the ground. The
hawk measured three and a half feet from tip to
tip of the wings.
THIS $12,000,000 CAN'T FIND A HOME
Title to $12,000,000 changed hands again today
when the full bench of the Massachusett s Su~preme Court upheld exceptions to the verdict
which awarded $10,534,109 to George F. Willett
and Edmund H. Sears in December, 1924.
The Court found that "no fraud or duress entered into the execution of the release" of stock in
the Daniel Greeh Felt Company and the American
Felt Company by the plaintiffs to Bert F. Herrick,
Kidder, Peabody & Co. and F. S. Mosley & Co.
It was in July, 1918, that this release was given
for $150,000.
In November, 1923, Willett and Sears began the
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suit for $15,000,000 damages which lasted thirteen
months of steady court sessions, during which two
of the jurors married and c;ne was excused because of a nervous break down. It cost the county
of Norfolk more than $40,000 to hold the trial in
Dedham. No estimate has been made of the
amount spent by litigants.
The jury awarded $10,534,109, which with interest normally allowed1 would have grown to $12,000,000 today had the Supreme Court upheld the
trial.
.
On the contrary, the opinion stated, "there
would be no faith in the obligation of a contract
·or confidence in its performance if an instrument
such as this general release, signed and delivered
under advice of counsel, without fraud or·coercion,
could be set aside and rendered worthless. It
therefore follows that the defendants' motion for
a directed verdict should have been allowed."
The case set a new record for duration in the
courts of this State after it passed the 167th court
day. Before filing exceptions the defense counsel
took thirteen months to go through the fnountains
of evidenc-e which a battery of a dozen sten0graphers had recorded.
11

-··

II

LAUGHS

I
A MONEY-SA VING DEVICE
Mr. de Broker: The bills my wife sends me
from the summer resorts are ruinous.
Mr. de Sharp: -.. · didn't remain away
two weeks.
"Eh? . How did you manage it?
"Hired a fellow to typewrite my letters to her,
and scented the pape;r with violet."
HOW HE WON HER
She: Some persons claim that they cannot
look from a height without wishing to cast themselves down. Did you ever have that feeling,
Mr. Yarn~o?
He: Once.
"Indeed? Where were you?"
"I was in an elevated car, and I saw you in
the street."
A TEMPTING PROPOSITIO N
Housekeeper : Well, sir, what do you want?
Tramp : Please, mum, I feel a fit coming on,
and I'll go somewhere else and have it fer the
small sum of a dime.
IN THE WRONG OFFICE
Actress: You are a divorce lawyer, I understand?
Lawyer: Yes, madam; I secure divorces without publicity.
.
Actress: Um-I'm in the wrong office. Good·
day, sir.
·
TAKING NO CHANCES
Mr. Bowerie: Say, gimme a close hair cut.
Barber: How close?
"Close to do the head."
"Training for a prize fight?"
"Naw. l :>in' to git married." ·.
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LONE BILL'S RIDE
It was midday, yet dark, angry clouds obscured
the sun and gave to the humid atmosphere the
gloom of event~de.
As far as the eye could reach across the broad
mesas there was no sign of human life. Yet in
the verge of a dense clump of cacti two men sat
upon their horses watching apprehensively the
plain beyond.
They were types of the Western plainsman,
brawny, broad-shouldered fellows, dressed ii)
buckskin, and wearing the broad-brimmed sombreros of- the Mexican.
"I tell ye, Lone Bill," cried the one with the
thick black hair and hawk-like eyes, "I don't jest
like the look of things.
It's my 'pinyun we're
goin' to hev tall trouble in gittin' out of this fix
we're in. What's ver word on it, pard?"
"I'll never disagree with ye, Comanche Pete,"
replied Lone Bill, as he took a chew of tobacco.
"But there's jest one thing about it. If we are
chased by· the pizen reptiles we've got as good
a bit of horseflesh under us as ever was seen on
this bit of prairy."
·
"Right ye are, Bill!" cried Comanche Pete, in
indorsement of this declaration.
By way of explanation it might be well to say
that as we introduce the two plainsmen, they are
in the very heart of an Apache country.
Everybody knows of those merciless. bloodthirsty, roving warriors of New Mexico and
Southern Texas.
They are the most dr'e aded foe of the white man
upon the plains of the far Southwest.
Daring riders, brave fighters, cunning, treacherous and never known to spare a foe, they might
well be dreaded.
Line Bill and Comanche Pete had lived in one
common bond of partnership for more than a
dozen years.
In the early days of the Northwest, when the
streams of Montana 'and Idaho were rich with the
beaver, .they had trapped in company..
Summers they roamed to the very lme between
the American domain and British Columbia.
Winters they generally found occupation in Arizona or Mexico.
.
Wherever they went, they were inseparable.
Many a bord ~ r tough had felt the weight of ~one
Bill's honest fist, and many a sneakmg Mexican
horse-thief had suffered chastisement at the hands
of brave Comanche P.ete.
They were rough men, but honorable and generous ·to a fault-lover s of fair play and brave
unto the door of death.
Commanche Pete again scanned the ry]ain critically and then took from a pocket of his buckskin shirt a lump of gold.
_,,
It was as rich a nugget as one is apt to find
in any part of the world. Pete held the shining
lump up.
"It's kinder pootv stuff, ain't it, Bill?" he said,
laconically. "It glistens kinder. pooty like."
"Humph!" exclaimed Lone Bill, contemntuously. "So's the diamonds on a rattler's back. That
lump of gold mav send some µian to the gallows
yit."

"That's so," agreed Comanche. ' ' Condemn the
iltufl'. l io11.'t want it for myself."

"What did ve pick it up for, then?" asked Lone
Bill, sharply. "There's enough in that one lump
to buv ye enufl' terbackv for ten years. an' yet
ye've got yer saddle bags full of ther yaller stuff.I'
Comanche Pete's face softened. A wistful,
yearning light came into his eyes.
"Bill, we've trapped together for twenty years,
haven't we?"
"Yas, I reckon."
"W aal, all this time I've been a selfish hog.
Of course vou an' me had no use for zold. We've
seen enuff of ther mischief it kin do i11 the mining
camps. Jest the same, we don't need it. 'cept to
buy powder an' shot, and mebbe some terbacky,
ain't that so?"
"Now ye're talkin' sense."
"Waal, that's all right enufl' for us, fer we
don't need it. But them people wot lives in civilization has to hev it or starve."
"'f.hat's nuthin' to do with us."
"It has a leetle suthin' to do with me jus' now."
Lone Bill turned squarely about and--faced .his
pard.
"What's come over ve, pard?"
.
Comanche put a hand on the pommel of Bill's
saddle and looked into his partner's face.
"Bill," he said, in a tense, pained voice, "when
I left home I left behind a mother, who was as
much an angel as any human being could be. I
also left a brother, who was a kin n •1 a scapegrace. I was down to Pilot Knob t'other day a:r;i'
they had a telegraph message for me. My brother
has just gone and forged some paper and is in
State's prison. It took every cent mother had to
defend him, an' now she's sent ter me for aid.
I'm a-goin' to send her this gold, fer it's food
and drink to her. That's what I'm picking it up
fer. Bill."
The other trapper's face softened. There was
a suspicious moisture in his eyes.
"My mother died twenty years a.~o. Bill," he
said, huskily. "That's wot made a trapper out of
me. I didn't have no hankering to stav at home
after that."
For a moment these two rough men were silent.
But what was . passing through their minds who
could guess?
Perhaps in review, the long buried past, rough
men though they were, there was yet the impress
upon their hearts of a mother's love.
In the heart of the Lopez Hills tm:v had come
upon a deposit of gold in a ravine.
Had this discoverv been made by the average
man, the result would have been a vast fortune
eked from the discoery.
But in their wild, free method of life, the two
plainsmen had no need of .e:old. It would purchase
little for them that thev desired.
They longed not for the elegant residence, the
opulent life oi a millionaire. A couch of boughs,
a camp upon some stream in the primeval forest·
was their delight. Hence their contempt for gold.
A few hours previous they had encountered by
accident a band of Apaches.
The result had been a running fight, and the
two trappers had slipped their foe and gaim:d
the shadow of the cacti growth.
But they knew that to emerge upon the open r
plain meant exposure. Upon the surrounding hills ·
were watchful eyes. It would be easy to signal in.
the Apache fashion and surround the trappers. In:..';1)
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dodging the Apaches one requires almost superhuman penetratio n and strategy.
None knew this better than Lone Bill .and
Comanch e Pete. They did not intend to be caught
napping.
If nightfall would only come before they were
discovere d there was a good chance for them to
escape. But this was yet full eight hours removed.
Again and again they scanned the prairie.
Then a peculiar sound was hear d in their rear.
Down through a defile in th e .hills ca me a file of
savages. The trappers saw them and knew tha t
the crisis had come. Even their horses &eemed to
feel this.
"By thunder, we're caught, Bill!" cried Comanche Pete.
"It looks like it," muttered Bill.
"We've got to make a run for it."
"I reckon we hev, pard."
· There was a moment of silence. Then Comanche
Pete drew a deep breath. He leaned for.ward, and
r &aid, huskily:
·
"I donno wot makes me feel so queer. Bill, but
I, somehow, hev a sort of a queer feelin' that I
ain't goin' to come out of this scrimmag e. If I
don't-wi ll vou see that mother gits what I was
goin' to send her?"
·
Lone Bill inclined his head. Then he turned his
gaze upon his partner, and there was a strange
yearning light in his eyes, as he cried:
"'Ye'll never leave me. Comanche ' lllP've bin
pards too long. No, no! D'ye see that break in
the mesa? That's our point. We'v" got to run
for it. If we kin git beyond that we're safe."
The next instant the trapper's horse ~ nrung out
onto the plain. With wild yells the Indians came
in pursuit.
'
The trappers topped a rise in the nrairi"e. Lone
Bill was bent f.ar forward in the saddle with his
eyes fixed sharply on the distant br eak in the
mesa, looking for anv possible ambush.
Straining everv n erve, the horses ridden by the
trappers sped on. They were noble animals and
would go to the death.
Across the plain they raced at terrible speed.
Now they neared the narrow defile, beyond
which was escape from the trap in which they
were. It might be that savages lurked in ambush
behind those rocks.
·So the trapper s reflected a s thev neared the
defile with lightning speed. But there was no
time for investigat ion.
The next moment they were in the defile. What
followed was swift and tragic.
There was the crack of rifles. Tl-M·e were
savages lurking there-tw o of them. They had
fired at the fleeing white men.
One bullet struck Lone Bill's horse. and the
animal fell. Instantlv Comanche Pete's trained
,borse halted. But his rider pitched forward and
fell in a heap.
·
Swift as a flash Lone Bill's rifle was at his
shoulder, even as he lay on the ground behind
his dead horse.
Crack!
One of the savages fell. The other was loading his piece. But before he could raII_l the charge
home, Bill shot him dead with his revolver.
Then, with a cry of agony, he reached Comanche Pete's side. The trapper was for a second
Qistraugh t over the loss oi his friend, for the
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bullet hole in Comanche Pete's forehead told that
he wM past · earthly aid.
·
"Blame the villains !" shouted the infuriated
trapper. "Heaven help me, if I live, I will see
Comanche Pete avenged. I will never rest until
I ha ve paid the debt in blood."
Then a sudden, swift thought came to him.
He picked his friend's form up in his arms. In
another moment ·he was mounted on Comanche 's
horse.
Lone Bill well knew how his partner's body
would be mutilated by the Apaches. He was determined that this should never be.
The thunder of hoofs was heard as the pursuing Apaches drew near the defile.
Lone Bill gave his horse free rein. It was a
doub_le load, but the noble animal never faltered.
With Comanche Pete's body thrown across the
pommel, Lone Bill dashed on·.
The foe were close behind and gaining:- Lone
Bill knew this, and also knew the fate which
would be "his if overtaken .
He was not afraid to die, bµt he dreaded the
humiliatio n of dying at the torturing hand of his
hated foe. He could not bear the thought that
his scalp would some da¥ hang at the helf of some
miserable dirty Apache brave.
So he strained every nerve and set his lips
tightly in mad resolve.
·
He held the reins, steadying thP nnble horse
over the rough places. Now the defile broadened .·
Then it skirted a mighty precipice. Gradually
the trail led along a shelf of rock which grew narrower every moment.
The savage pui;suers were now oblil!'ed t) go
in single file. There came a place where there
was hardlv room for a horse to go between the
cliff wall and the chasm.
·
Lone Bill never slackened his speer! . In after
years that daring feat was rehearsed in Indian
camp and mining settlemen t as one of the most
wonderfu l on record.
The Apaches drew rein in terror. Thev dared
not go farther. It was bad enough for a ·man to
try the path. A single misstep would throw a
rider and horse a thousand feet to jagged rocks
below.
But Lone Bill never drew rein. It was a wonderful f eat. How he ever accomplis hed it always
remained a mystery.
·
But he did accomplis h it. Strangelv enough,
the noble horse kept his feet and gained the high
ground above. In a f ew minutes with his human
freight he was safe from pursuit.
Not until the ranch of Don Pasoual, forty miles
distant, was reached, did L~ne Bill pause, save at
intervals to give his noble horse a breathing spell.
There he was received kindly and the last sad
offices were properly performe d for Comanche
Pete.
The dead trapper was given a !!rave on the
prairie, the home of his adoption. W,ith sad heart
Lone Bill saw the clods close over him forever.
Then he took the nuggets of gold to St. Louis,
converted them into fifty thousand ~ollars in
greenback s, which he gave entire to Comanche 's"
aged mother.
This mission performed , he returned to the
prairie life he loved so well. He now became in
deed as well as name Lone Bill, and during his
life the murderou s Apaches had no mol.'e deadly
foe and sworn avenger to fear than Lone Bill.
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CURRENT NEWS
'A MERICAN COAL BEATS ENGLISH IN
GAS-MAKING
American coal was the most expensive during
the recent strike, but it proved to be excellent
gas-making coal, said F. G. Bradshaw, Chairman
of the Commercial Gas C6mpany of Stepney, at
the annual meeting of that concern to-day.
"It gave a good yield of gas, better than the
best English gas coal, and the coke was good. It
yielded a normal <\uantity of ammoniacal liquor,
but rather less tar,' Mr. Bradshaw stated.
HOUSE THAT JACQUES BUILT TURNS TO
.
FACE SUN
A house on a turntable, to follow the sun, is
proposP.d by prominent French architects.
A model exhibited at Nice shows a villa mounted on a modified railroad turntable, with an electric motor to enable the occupants to turn the
house about at will. A strong pivot is designed
to resist wind pressure.
The original model provides for a $50,000 house,.
with the turntable feature costing $8,000, but
cheaper designs are predicted with the turntable
costing only about $800.

.

.

PARIS GETS DISTANCE AND SOME
DISTORTION
France alone knows that many California
children are so far from school that they are
taught by wireless.
Here is what the principal evening paper of
Paris tells the French:
"In California, where the schools frequently are
far apart and where, consequently, pupils CJ)nnot
attend regularly, excellent use is made of wireless.
It is by radio that the pupil hears 'his master's
voice' dictate a text or a problem to him.
"The pupil mails his lessons to the professor for
correction.
"Evidently, there is loss of time, but that is a
small difficulty when one considers the obstacles
overcome."
ITALY TO TEST RIGHTS OF ALIENS TO
CRITICISE
A test case of the applicability of the new
police law to foreigners has a~isen through the
arrest of Kari Delius, a German press correspondent. on charges of giving his newspaper photographs purporting t? show peasants a~d. sulphur
miners in Italy workmg under bad conditions. He
will be tried for injuring the Italian national digmty, inciting class hatred and offending Mussolini.
The case is considered important in view of the
statement by Minister of Justice Rocco in the
Chamber of Deputies that foreigners would be
permitted liberty to say what they pleased re-.
garding Italy, even when such comment was unfavorable.
CITY AGREES TO CEDE SITE HERE TO
STATE
Upon the condition that construction is actually
started this year, the Board of Estimate agreed

recently to cede the State of New York the
block in Centre Street, just north of the new
Court House, for the proposed $7,000,000 State
office building.
The action appears definitely to have put an end
to hopes of transferring the Federal cou,,rts and
offices from the present Federal Building to a
new structure in that vicinity. The Federal authorities have indicated a preference for the site
which has now been granted to the State.
The action was the result of the letter which
Gov. Smith addressed to the City Government recently, requesting that the site be set aside for
the State building and -.isking immediate action
in order that the Legislature might take advantage of the gift this year. The Board of Estimate provided for the transfer at a normal consideration.
WHAT CAUS~S COLDS?
Extremes of climate do not cause colds. Systems of heating the house are not especially responsible for colds. Nor does it seem to make
much difference whether the sleeping room is
open-air, well-ventilated or poorly ventilated.
Such are some of the conclusions reached by Dr.
William H. Barrow of Stanford University, California, as a result of investigating about 1,40<1
cases.
Doctor Barrow first mentions a questionnaire
sent out recently at Cornell, which asked details
on smoking, exercise, cold baths, hours of sleep,
tlraft over beds, kind of underwear worn, kind of
footwear worn in wet weather, perspiration after
exertion, constipation, exposure to dust or gas,
mouth breathing, n ose and throat operations, and
family history as to colds.
No one of these factors is a major cause of
colds, the results of the Cornell questionnaire
showed. If some few "goats" may be found;
they must be, apparently, nose and throat operations (though the latter may have been the
result rather than the cause of the colds), and a
family history showing su sceptibility to colds.
P eople who have these characteristics and als<>
people who were addicted to regular, violent ex. ercise were more predominant in "group 3'(
(those who had four or more colds a year) tharl
in "group 1"· (those who had no colds at all, or
at most only one a year).
Since this test had discovered nothing conclU-'
sively, Doctor Barr ow thought the answer might
lie in the way rooms are heated, or in the use of
sleeping por ches, or in the change from ,home t<>
college conditions, or in the climatic change due
to coming from a different section of the country.
But his questionnaire, also showed nothing
conclusive. These factors seem to make little
difference one way or the other. As a matter of
fact, students using sleeping porches reported
slightly more colds than did those sleeping in
ventilated pedrooms, but the differ.ence is S<>
slight as to give no significant results at all, frona
a scientific. standpoint. Evidently the predomi~
nant "cause" of colds, if there is one, is still f4
be found.! ·

•
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TIM ELY TO .PI CS
STUD ENT POPU LATIO N OF COLU MBIA,
.
35,229
This year"s total enrolm ent at Colum bia Units
versity is 35,229, an increas e of 1,582 studen
over last year"s figures , accord ing to a report submitted to the Board of Truste es by Regist rar Edward J. Grant recentl y.
The registr ation in Colum bia Cf>llege is 2,016
and in Barna rd College 1,083. Uniier the graduate faculti es in philoso phy, politic al science and
pure science , 2,674 candid ates for degree s are enrolled.
The Law School has 748 pupils, the School of
Medici ne 413, Engine ering 179, Archit ecture 100,
Journa lism 137, Busine ss 304, Dental and Oral
Surger y ~ 72, Teache rs' College 5,320, Pharm acy
865, Optom etry 57, Librar y Service 109. There are
178 studen ts unclass ified.
Apart from the 32,229 residen t studen ts there
are !),600 followi ng course s away from the univer sity, for whic:_h no academ ic credit is given.
SUBSC RIPTI ON PLAN PRAC TICED IN
CHINA
ipIn China physic ians practic e O? the sll:bscr
tion plan; that is to say, each family pays its doctor a certain fixed sum each year. But the
Chines e consid er that the princip al value of doctors is to keep them well rather than to cure
them of illness ; so when a physic ian is unable toa
preven t one of his clients from becomi ng ill, t
certain sum is deduct ed from his pay, the amounis
being l'egula ted by the length of time his clie_nt e
sick. This sensibl e system ma:kes the Chmes
physic ian exceed ingly watchf ul over the health
of the people. But the system has its disadv an.,_.tages, as the court physic ians have just learned
lves
to their cost. For the doctors found themseEmunable to preven t the Emper or and Dowag er that
press from dying; therefo re it was necess ary
they should suffer the penalty for such grave igal
noranc e. As a conseq uence of this double imperied
death five imperi al physic ians have been degrad at
two degree s, althoug h they retain their posts
court, while the preside nt of the Imperi al Hospital and two of his chief assista nts have been dis-d
missed from their positio ns, the reason assigne
being "for their ignora nce."

breasts "agains t the green backgr ound, provide d
a scene so fascina ting that I have a vivid picture
of it still. This ~vent was indelib ly impres sedI
upon my mind becaus e this was the only time
had ever seen a rose-br easted grosbe ak 'in this
locality , and also becaus e before I had never seen
more than one at a time. As soon as the drizzli ng
rain slacken ed, I watche d closely. They would fly,
from one limb to anothe r, come to the groundto
then back to the branch es. They chatter ed
each other as if trying to decide what their next
move ought to be. Then they would fly away
and after a while return.
The day followi ng dawned clear, but remark ably cool for the middle of May. On this day
the female s arrived , approx imately just as many
as there were males. No doubt the males came in
advanc e to pick out an .invitin g place and be ready
e
to give them a friendl y welcome. Their favorit
spot was around an elm with low spread ing
branch es.
On the whole, the birds seemed to lose some
of their natura l shynes s. Perhap s numbe rs gave
them assuran ce. Or it may be becaus e several of
us who were bird lovers observ ed from the inside.
At any rate they dispens ed melody freely. They
acted satisfie d and happy, just as if they were
ready to start nest buildin g. We timed them.
After playing around exactly ten days, the entire
'
compa ny travele d on.

MIGR ATION Gl}"ESTS
One spring, down at my home in southw est
Missou ri, 1 witnes sed an interes ting and thrillin g
inciden t. On Mothe r's Day mornin g I was stand;,lng by an open window when sudden ly from somewhere near by came a joyous sweet warble . In aa
momen t I caught sight of the singer. It was
rose-br easted grosbe ak. Perche d on a limb of an
elm, he was giving life and beauty to a drizzly
day. Never before had I seen, nor heard, this
girl in our locality .
By the time I was over my surpris e, _a strang e
thing happen ed. A flock of about thirty rosebreaste d grosbe ak, all males, droppe d in and settled among the branch es of an elm in my yard.
The splend id coats of black and white, the rosy

THE ARIZO NA POCK~T RAT
The Arizon a pocket rat, locally known as the
banner -tail kangar oo rat, is a night digger who
er
robs stockm en. This beautif ul little maraud
has bet>n made the subjec t of much study in connection with problem s of pastura ge on the cattle
ranges . Doctor Vorhee s, of the Univer sity of
Arizon a, has made a numbe r of interes ting dis·
coverie s about this animal .
During the dry season the semiha rd cattle ranges
of Arizon a 'are marked by numero us moundas
which are .six inches to two feet in height and
few feet in width. In most cases then.• is no sign
of life about them. The mound s ar@ genera lly
near small shrubs , which help to hidp, the burrows from the holes from which the ;.!irt of the
mound s has been excava ted. The pC1cket rats,
which come out only at night, are th;i builder s
of these mound s. Hard labor with pick and
shovel is necessa ry to bring them inti> view in
the daytim e.
The burrow s are somew hat scatter ed, and only
a
one pocket rat is to be found in each. It isthis
beautif ul little creatur e, quite differe nt in
rerespec t from a true rat, to y;hich it is only and
motely akin. It has large, express ive eyes
smooth , glossy fur. Its dainty little hands, long
tail, ai:id large hind legs make it resemb le a min-s
iature kangar oo. It has half-lin ed cheek pouche
for carryin g food, which are like those q:f the
pocket gopher .
Fortun ately for grazers , these animal s have
small familie s. They are furious fighter s in captivity, jumpin g and strikin g like rooster s until
one is killed
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LA.~ST JSStlES - 1224 Youni:" Wild West Holding a Her<I; or, Arietta's
Fiery Race.
12211 " and the Ten Cow-Punchers: or, Besting a Bad
.
Bunch.
1226 " Caught In a Cavern; or, Arlett11's Shot jn the
Da>k.
1227 " Dividing the Gold: or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
1228 " After the Trail Thieves; or, Arletta' a RoundUp.
1229 " And the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter'•
'
Secret.
1230 " Racing .a Flood; or. Arletta Shooting ' the
Rapids
and "Pinto Peter"; or, The Fight at Buckhorn
1231 "
Ranch.
1282 " Escaping Death: or, Arletta's Fifty Mlle Race.
1233 " Lost on the Desert: or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brought.
1234 " And the Broken Gun: or, A.rletta's Qu1ck Wit.
'235 • F.~~J~~fh.!hf>nf3i.boys; or, The Doom ot the
1286 " and the Death Dlp; or, Arletta Fighting the
!:!melter Fiends.
1237 " And "Tarantula Tom"; or, The Worst "Bad
Man" In Arizona.
1288 " and th1• Silent Six; or, A.rletta•s Round-Up In
a Cave.
1l239 " and "Broken Bow"; · or, The Siege ot the
Settlers.
1240 " Gathering Gold: or, Arletta's Wonderful Find.
1241 " SJ;g;~~.~ His Skill; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show-

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1242 "
1243

"

12" "
1246

"

1246

"

1247 "
1248 "
1249

"

1250

"

12Ul

"

12112 "
12113 "
1254

"

1255

"

1256 "
1257

"

12.58 "
1259 "
1200

''

1261
1262
1263

"
"
"

1264 "
120fi •·
1266 "
1267 "
1268 "
·!UH

"

1270
1271

"
"

1272
1273

"
"

1275

"

1274 "

Among the Apaches; or, Arletta and the Death
Pit.
and the Government Detective: or, Tracking a
Tricky Thief.
CiJNlfi1b~ On the Cllft's: or, Arletta's Desperate
and the Ranchman's Boy: or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
and the Rival Outfits; or, Arletta's Fight On
the Cattle Range.
With' the Cavalry: or, The Fight at Bear Pass.
Finding a Fortune; or, Arletta and the Flooded
Claim.
and the Mexican Raiders: or, Exposing a
Cattle King
and the Dynamite Fiends; or, Arletta and
the Avengers.
and the Tenderfoot's Legacy; or, Baffling the
Claim J"umpers.
Helpln11: the Sheriff; or, Arletta end the Express Thieves.
and the Phantom Canoe; or, Sohr!ng a Strange
Mystery.
Square Deal; or Arlette and the Rustler'•
Daughter.
Stopping a "Ghost Dance;" or, The Charge of
the Gallant 6th.
and the Mad Miner; or, Arletta and the Secret
ot the Cliffs.
and "Golcl Dust Biii ;" or, The Man With the
Yellow Streak.
and the Death Brand: or, Arietta's Great Risk.
Pawnee Pursuit: or, the White Flower of the
Redskins.
and the Mexican Man-Trap; or, Arletta In the
Robbers' Den.
Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustlers.
Duel with a Dozen; or, Arietta's only Chance.
Trailing a Treasure: or, Outwitting the Road
Agents.
Ruling a Ranch; or, Arietta and the Cow Girls.
Straight Shot; or, CornerPd in a Chasm.
Mexican Mine; or, Arietta Breaking a Siege.
Hott1>st Trail: or. Winning n Big Reward.
Tracking a Horse Thief; or, Arietta and the
•
Wild Girl.
Apache Friend; or, The Hidden Gold of the
Pecos.
Three Shots; or, Arietta and the Rattlesnakes.
and the Sky Pilot; or, '!'be Hopers of "Rough
_
and Ready" :i;tanch.
Lucky Drop; or, Arietta and the Outlaws.
Show; or, Caught in the European War.
and the Kaiser; or. The Rig Show in Berlin.
Under Fire; or, Skirmishing on the French
Frontier.

OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
THE
No. 42.
SPEAKER.-Containlng a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Verses suitable for any time and
occasion: embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment,
Humor. R espect. anil Condolence: also Verses Suitable
for Val<•ntlnPs And Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, 11:ivin11: the rules and full dlrectlon1
tor playing Euchre. Cribbnge. Casino. Fortv-flve.
Rounce, Pedro Snncbo, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours. and many other popular games of cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book. t1>lling you how to write to yonr sweetheart.
your father, mother. sister. brother, employer: and 1,
fact ev1>rybody and anvhodv :vou wish to write to.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.Containing valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
illustrated.
No. 5'1. JJ<)W TO MAKE MUSICAL INRTRUMY.NTS.
-Full dlrect)ons how to make a Banjo, Vlolln, Zither,
Aeolian Harp. Xylophone and other musical lnstru·.
men ts: togeth1>r with a hrlet description of nearly evPry
musical in•trumcnt used In ancient or modern times.
Pro't'u•el:v illn•trated.
No, 58. HOW TO BE A DE'l'ECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady. the well-known detective. In which he lays down
some valnablP rul1>s for bel?lnners. and also relates some
adventures of well-known d1>tectives.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A complPte
manual of bowling. Containing full Instructions for
playing all the standard American and German games•
together wlth rules and systems In use by the prlnclpai
,
bowling clubs.
No. M. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRTCAL MACHTN1",S,
-Containing full d irections for making electrical machines, Induction coils. dvnarnos, 1tnd mnny novel tov1
to be worked by electrlclty. By R. A. Bennett. Fully
Ulustrated.
No. 6'1. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Coutaining a large collection of Instructive And highly
amusing electrlcal tricks, together with illustrations. By
·
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.-Contaln•
fn11: over fifty of the Jat1>st and best tricks used by ma•
giclans. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully lllustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
-Embraclnl? all of the latest and most deceptive card
tricks with lllnstrations.
No. '13. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH" NmIBERS.Sbowing many curious tricks with figures and the magic
ot numbers. Ry A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTJ,Y.Containfog full Instructions tor writing letters on almost
any subject; also rules for punctuation and composition. with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.
-Containing rules for telllng fortun es by the aid of
lines of the hnnd, or the secret of palmistry. Also the
secret ot telling future events by aid of moles, mars,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
No. 7'1.
CARDS.-Containlng deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and magicians.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Contalnlng
complete Instructions bow to make up tor various characters on the stnge: together with the dntles of the
Stage Manager, Prompter. Scenic Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILJ,JAMS' ,JOKE BOOK.-Conf:Blnlng
the latest jokes, an1>cdotes and funny stories of this
world-renowned German comedian.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the
most approved methods of reading the lines on the
hand, together with a full explanation of their meaning.
Also expla ining t>hrenology nnd the key for tel!lng
character by th<.> bumps on the head. By L eo Huie>
Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.

For sale by .;.ii newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any
address on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, in money or
posta&"e stamps.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an:r
address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy,
ln money or stamps, by

WESTBURY PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
New York City
140 Cedar Street
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